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This report proposes a glossary of terms to reflect some globally understood language and definitions regarding vehicle types. It does not seek to present legal terms and regulations from specific countries.

**Micromobility**

Personal transportation using devices and vehicles weighing up to 350 kg and whose power supply, if any, is gradually reduced and cut off at a given speed limit which is no higher than 45 km/h. Micromobility includes the use of exclusively human-powered vehicles, such as bicycles, skates, skateboards and kick-scooters.

**Micro-vehicle**

Device or vehicle used for micromobility (see micromobility).

**Powered (adj.)** *(Synonym: motorised)*

Qualifies a vehicle which can be propelled without human energy input. Throttle-controlled or self-balancing micro-vehicles can be described as powered. Bicycles and pedal-assisted bicycles do not qualify as powered.

**Motor vehicle**

In the context of this report, a motor vehicle is a moped, motorcycle, car, van, truck, bus or coach.

**Motor scooter**

Vehicle shape or “form factor” found across different vehicle classes that consists of a low platform between the back and front wheels. Motor scooters can be legally classified as mopeds or motorcycles depending on their power and speed.

**Powered two-wheeler**

A class of motor vehicle which includes mopeds and motorcycles. It includes both petrol-powered and electric models.

**Motorcycle**

Powered street vehicle, with two to three wheels and a seat, designed to reach speeds greater than 45 km/h.

**Moped**

Powered street vehicle, with two to three wheels and a seat, sometimes equipped with pedals. When powered by internal combustion engine, its capacity is typically limited to 50 cc. Maximum vehicle speed depends on national regulations but is typically limited to 45 km/h. Number plates are imposed in some countries and on some classes of mopeds.
### Bicycle (Synonym: bike, cycle)
A road vehicle that has two or more wheels and is generally propelled by the muscular energy of the persons on that vehicle, in particular by means of a pedal system, lever or handle (e.g. bicycles, tricycles, quadricycles and invalid carriages). Included are cycles with a supportive power unit (e.g. e-bikes, pedelecs).

### E-bike (Synonym: electric bicycle)
A type of bicycle with a supportive power unit, providing pedal assistance or fully throttle-controlled propelling force.

### Pedal assisted bicycle
A type of e-bike which only provides assistance when the user is pedalling. It includes models of various power output levels, such as pedelecs and speed-pedelecs.

### Pedelec (Synonym: slow e-bike)
A type of pedal-assisted bicycle where the electric power cuts off when the vehicle reaches approximately 25 km/h (exact limit depends on local regulations).

### Speed-pedelec (Synonym: fast e-bike)
A type of pedal-assisted bicycle where the electric power cuts off when the vehicle reaches approximately 45 km/h (exact limit depends on local regulations).

### Mobility scooter
Electrically powered vehicle specifically designed for people with restricted mobility, typically those who are elderly or disabled. The term scooter is used in reference to the flat vehicle frame and the foot platform.

### Standing scooter (Synonym: kick scooter, push scooter)
Human-powered street vehicle with a handlebar, deck, and wheels propelled by a rider pushing off the ground. Models exist with two, three or four wheels. Standing scooters can be distinguished from skateboards by the presence of a central control column and a set of handlebars.

### E-scooter (Synonym: Standing Electric Scooter)
A stand-up or seated scooter that can be propelled by the electric motor itself, irrespective of the user kicking.

### Skateboard
Board with four wheels on two axles, propelled by the user kicking against the ground.
**Electric skateboard** (e-skiateboard)
Skateboard with electric battery, motor, and wireless remote controller.

**Self-balancing** (adj.)
Qualifies a number of electrically powered micro-vehicles whose upright position is maintained by the stabilising effect of an electric motor. Such micro-vehicles can have one or more wheels positioned on a single axle. Motion is controlled by the direction in which the rider leans, but can be controlled by hand in the case of electric wheelchairs. Only a minority of self-balancing vehicles come equipped with a central column and a handlebar.

**Hoverboard** (Synonym: self-balancing board)
Self-balancing micro-vehicle consisting of two motorised wheels connected to a pair of articulated pads on which the rider places their feet. The rider controls the speed by leaning forwards or backwards, and direction of travel by twisting the pads.

**Onewheel**
Self-balancing electric personal transporter, on which the user stands and places feet perpendicular to the direction of travel, on front and back platforms.

**Electric unicycle** (abbreviated: EUC)
Self-balancing electric personal transporter with a single wheel. The rider controls the speed by leaning forwards or backwards, and steers by twisting the unit using their feet. Some dual-wheel models exist, but the principle remains that of a single axle device, used with feet in the direction of travel and placed either side of the wheel(s).

**Electric skates** (e-skates)
Skates with electric battery and motor, controlled by the user leaning forward or backward or using a remote controller.

**Skates**
Pair of boots with a set of wheels fixed to the bottom.
Executive summary

What we did

This report examines the traffic safety of pedal cycles, electrically assisted cycles and electrically powered personal mobility devices such as e-scooters, whether owned or shared, in an urban context. In a fast-evolving urban transport environment, micromobility is changing how people move on a daily basis. This brings new and urgent challenges for national policymakers and city officials. The report proposes a framework to define micromobility which includes all the above vehicles and suggests certain limits on mass and speed to classify them. It also compares the safety of powered standing scooters (e-scooters) to that of bicycles, mopeds and motorcycles.

The report defines micromobility as the use of vehicles with a mass of less than 350 kg and a design speed of 45 km/h or less. This definition limits the kinetic energy of such micro-vehicles to 27 kJ, one hundred times less than the kinetic energy reached by a compact car at top speed. The report classifies micro-vehicles into four types based on their speed and mass: Type A micro-vehicles have a mass of up to 35 kg and their power supply (if any) is electronically limited so the vehicle speed does not exceed 25 km/h (15.5 mph). Many bicycles, e-bikes, e-scooters and self-balancing vehicles fall into this category. Other types of micro-vehicles have a higher mass (Type B) or speed (Type C) or both higher mass and higher speed (Type D).

The report proposes a range of safety improvements for micromobility. These relate to vehicle design, fleet operation, infrastructure, regulatory enforcement and training. It proposes future-proof, balanced safety regulations proportional to the risks imposed.

The analysis draws on the results of a workshop attended by 40 participants from 15 countries in October 2019.

What we found

A trip by car or by motorcycle in a dense urban area is much more likely to result in the death of a road user – this includes pedestrians – than a trip by a Type A micro-vehicle. A modal shift from motor vehicles towards Type A micro-vehicles can thus make a city safer. A shift from walking to Type A micro-vehicles would have the opposite effect.

The very limited available data reveals similarities and differences between e-scooters and bicycles in terms of risks. A road fatality is not significantly more likely when using a shared standing e-scooter rather than a bicycle. The risk of an emergency department visit for an e-scooter rider is similar to that for cyclists. Two studies, however, found the risk of hospitalisation to be higher with e-scooters, which calls for further investigation.

Strategically, Type A micromobility could improve traffic safety by reducing the number of car and motorcycle trips in a city. It can increase the catchment area of public transport by allowing wider access to stations. It can also offer a convenient door-to-door transport solution. Not least, it can support existing sustainable mobility policies by increasing demand for a safe and connected network of cycle paths, facilitating construction – a process that may otherwise be slow and politically controversial.
E-scooter safety, in particular, will likely improve once users learn to navigate urban traffic and car drivers become accustomed to novel forms of mobility. Safety will also improve as governments put in place safe cycling infrastructure and targeted safety regulations for micro-vehicles and shared mobility operations. Considerable regulatory challenges exist due to the rapid pace of innovation in micro-vehicle design.

What we recommend

Allocate protected space for micromobility and keep pedestrians safe

Where pedestrians do not feel safe on sidewalks, the number of people walking will decline. The use of micro-vehicles on sidewalks should be banned or subject to a low, enforced speed limit. Authorities should create a protected and connected network for micromobility, either by calming traffic or by redistributing space to physically protected lanes for micro-vehicles. This network should be more attractive than sidewalks; design guidelines for wide and protected cycling infrastructure should be developed. For its rapid, low-cost development, light separation on busy streets and traffic filtering on residential streets are proven techniques. Speed limits for all motor vehicles should be no higher than 30 km/h where motorised vehicles and vulnerable road users share the same space.

To make micromobility safe, focus on motor vehicles

Motor vehicles are involved in about 80% of crashes that result in the death of bicycle or e-scooter riders. The novelty of e-scooters should not distract from focusing on known solutions to reduce the risk imposed on all vulnerable road users by motor vehicles. Authorities at all levels should intensify their efforts to address risky driver behaviour including speeding, distracted driving and driving under the influence of alcohol. They should impose safe speed limits. They should require safe motor vehicle designs that include both active and passive safety solutions. Relevant active safety features include intelligent speed assistance (available on all new cars in Europe from 2022) and autonomous emergency braking (AEB). AEB should be able to reliably identify all types of micro-vehicles.

Regulate low-speed e-scooters and e-bikes as bicycles, higher-speed micro-vehicles as mopeds

If regulated well, micromobility can support broader policy goals including sustainability, efficiency, inclusiveness and public health. To encourage it, relatively light bicycle regulations should apply to all forms of low-speed, low-mass (Type A) micro-vehicles. Moreover, a simple set of rules for all is more likely to be understood and adhered to, facilitating enforcement, signage and parking restrictions. Powered micro-vehicles with a maximum speed of 45 km/h should be regulated as mopeds. Derogations for high-speed pedal-assisted e-bikes should be based mainly on their potential to contribute to public health goals by increasing physical activity. Throttle-assist bicycles should not be eligible. Where faster micro-vehicles (types C and D) are allowed on cycling facilities, regulations should ensure that riders adopt lower speeds in order not to undermine the perception of safety among people of all ages and abilities cycling at a slower pace.

Collect data on micro-vehicle trips and crashes

Relatively little is known about the safety performance of different micro-vehicle types and models, about the role of various crash factors, and about which counter-measures would be most effective. Research on micromobility safety requires accurate crash data to be collected by the police and health services, and trip data to be collected by governments through operators, travel surveys and on-street observation. Collecting this data should be a priority for road safety agencies.
Proactively manage the safety performance of street networks

Authorities should prioritise proactive crash prevention on the street network. Many shared micro-vehicles are equipped with motion sensors and live positioning via GPS. These systems can yield useful data on potholes, falls and close-calls to map the places where crashes are most likely to happen. Authorities and operators should work together to exploit these sources of information. Governments should also monitor damage to the road network, improving preventive maintenance to quickly repair potholes and other damage that create risks for users of micro-vehicles.

Include micromobility in training for road users

Authorities should ensure that car, bus and truck drivers are trained to avoid crashes with micro-vehicle riders. Relevant training should be mandatory for obtaining a driving license. Cycle training should be part of the school curriculum so that children acquire the skills to safely navigate a micro-vehicle in traffic. All adults should have access to affordable micromobility safety training. All training programmes should be regularly evaluated for their effectiveness and revised accordingly.

Tackle drunk driving and speeding across all vehicle types

Governments should define and enforce limits on speed and alcohol and drug use among all traffic participants. This includes motor vehicle drivers and micromobility users.

Eliminate incentives for micromobility riders to speed

Shared micromobility operators should review their pricing mechanisms to ensure these do not encourage risk taking. By-the-minute rental can be an incentive to speed or to ignore traffic rules. Companies should therefore reduce minute-based charging and compensate with alternatives. These could include a fixed-amount trip charge, a distance-based charge or a membership fee.

Improve micro-vehicle design

Manufacturers of micro-vehicles should seek to enhance stability and road grip. Solutions could be found in pneumatic tyres, larger wheel size and frame geometry, but also in areas yet to be explored. Regulators should consider imposing indicator lights on powered micro-vehicles controlled by switches on the handlebar. On shared micro-vehicles, brake cables should be protected from accidental damage and vandalism.

Reduce wider risks associated with shared micromobility operations

Many shared micromobility services rely on vans for repositioning or recharging e-scooters or bicycles. Operators should minimise the vehicle-kilometres driven by these support vans in order to reduce the additional risk imposed on all road users. Using removable or higher capacity batteries and plug-in docks offer solutions to reduce the need for collecting vehicles for recharging. Cities should allocate space for on-street micro-vehicle parking in the proximity of delivery bays so that support vehicles can park safely.
Micromobility is an ambiguous term associated with a rapidly evolving range of light vehicles that are increasingly populating streets across the globe. “Micro-vehicles” seem to be released daily, for private or shared use, to more easily navigate congested city streets. The breadth of their popularity was perhaps unforeseen but is well illustrated by the expansion of shared e-bike and e-scooter companies. The term micromobility also includes privately-owned vehicles invented over a century ago: conventional bicycles, kick scooters and even powered standing scooters (Gibson, 1915) and powered skates (Scientific American, 1906).

The term micromobility was popularised by Horace Dediu, an American industry analyst and investor. It emerged around 2016 with connected bicycle, scooter and moped sharing services. According to Dediu (2019), the term “micro” can refer to the vehicles used, which are typically less than 500 kg, but also to the short-distance trips that can be fun, cheap and convenient. This report examines other attempts to define and classify micromobility, and proposes a framework that might facilitate the elaboration of safety regulations.

Micromobility appears to be here to stay. The portable electric power revolution that started with the creation of the lithium-ion battery in 1991, made possible by the development of light-weight, powered vehicles. Such micro-vehicles have a low environmental impact, with little noise and zero tailpipe emissions. Their light weight suggests a smaller carbon footprint over the vehicle life cycle when compared to other vehicle types, a question that is under investigation by the ITF (forthcoming a). Bicycles and other human-powered micro-vehicles provide additional public health benefits by keeping the population physically active. Smaller vehicles also consume less of the city’s most valuable resource, space. For all these reasons, micromobility is attractive to individuals and policy makers alike.

Who uses micromobility? The majority of cyclists in car-oriented cities are young to middle-aged males. In bicycle-friendly cities, however, cycling is inclusive with a larger share of women, children and seniors (Garrard et al., 2012). The use of standing e-scooters in shared fleets may follow the same pattern but may also be affected by the cost of such services. The City of Santa Monica (2019a) collected data on shared electric scooters and bikes operated by private companies in a pilot test. It found that the early adopters were predominantly male (67%) and aged 25-34 (64%), with higher-than-average income distribution. Data collected in Washington D.C., however, suggests that shared micromobility delivers new options to communities that have been traditionally underserved, and that the adoption of shared micromobility was higher amongst black and African-American residents (Clewlow, 2018).

The safety performance of micro-vehicles and shared micromobility services is the focus of intense media attention. Countries and cities have started to adapt their road safety regulations to include micromobility, leading to sometimes divergent rules. In France and Germany “personal mobility devices” were integrated into traffic regulations in 2019, requiring micro-vehicles users to ride on cycling facilities when they exist (JORF, 2019; BMVI, 2019). In Portugal, kick-scooters and e-scooters have been subject to the same traffic regulations as bikes and e-bikes since 2013. Conversely, in South Korea micro-vehicles are required to follow the same regulation as cars and are not given access to bike lanes (RTA, 2006).
the United Kingdom and Ireland, motorised micro-vehicles are simply excluded from public roads until definitions of vehicles permitted for use on the road are updated to include them.

This report examines how micro-vehicles can best be classified and approved for on-street use. Should they be licenced on a technology-specific basis or on a more general mass, power and speed basis? Where should they be allowed to operate? Will infrastructure need to be adapted to allow for their safe use? Which traffic safety requirements should national and local authorities place on shared micromobility operators?

This report proposes regulating micromobility in a way that is adapted to the indeterminate boundaries of the sector. Innovation in vehicle design will undoubtedly bring new device types. Will policy makers have to revise their road safety regulations each time a new type of micro-vehicle appears on the market? Instead, this report offers a set of rules for defining and classifying micromobility vehicles based on safety criteria, and a framework for sharing street space and protecting road users from crash risks coherent with overall policy for promoting more sustainable mobility.

**Micromobility definition and classification**

This report proposes to define *micromobility* as the use of *micro-vehicles*: vehicles with a mass of no more than 350 kilograms (771 pounds) and a design speed no higher than 45 km/h. This definition limits the vehicle’s kinetic energy to 27 kJ, which is one hundred times less than the kinetic energy reached by a compact car at top speed. Speed and weight together determine the kinetic energy of a vehicle, which correlates with the risk of fatal or serious injuries (Khorasani-Zavareh et al., 2015).

This definition includes human-powered and electrically-assisted vehicles, such as bicycles, e-bikes, skates and kick scooters. The broad definition includes vehicles much heavier and faster than a bicycle. Most experts do not think that bike lanes should accommodate 350 kg powered vehicles with a speed capacity of 45 km/h. As an illustration of this debate, countries are unable to reach a consensus on where to place speed pedelecs. The broad definition used in this report is not intended to prescribe which vehicles are allowed onto bike lanes. Authorities should acknowledge that the micro-vehicle spectrum is wide and heterogeneous, and consider the risks and value of different vehicles to society when regulating them.

This report proposes to classify micro-vehicles as follows:

- **Micro-vehicles** can be classified primarily according to their maximum speed (Figure 1). Type A and Type B micro-vehicles include human-powered vehicles such as bicycles, as well as vehicles whose power supply cuts off at 25 km/h. Many bicycles, e-bikes, e-scooters and self-balancing vehicles would fall into this category. The threshold of 25 km/h is known to separate the main categories of e-bikes in Europe. Up to 25 km/h, e-bikes are generally considered and regulated as bicycles. When their design speed is beyond 25 km/h and up to 45 km/h, e-bikes are often excluded from bike lanes and subject to further safety regulation (Santacreu, 2018).

- **Micro-vehicles** can be further classified by weight, with a threshold of 35 kg, beyond which regulators could impose more safety requirements. Vehicle weight has indeed an influence on kinetic energy and braking systems. Weight can also be seen as a proxy for the capacity to transport additional passengers and goods.

Micro-vehicles are polymorphic devices that do not share a common form factor. They cannot be defined by the number of wheels, nor by the riding position, which can be seated or standing. Micro-
vehicles may be powered by muscular energy, electric batteries, a fuel tank or a combination of these. Defining micro-vehicles by a specific power source is, therefore, of little value. In the process of regulating micro-vehicles, however, it is worth accounting for the physical activity which the vehicle requires to operate. Unpowered and pedal-assisted vehicles have a positive impact on public health through physical activity which throttle-powered vehicles do not, everything else being equal.

Figure 1. Proposed micromobility definition and classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
<th>Type D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unpowered or</td>
<td>powered with top speed between 25-45 km/h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>powered up to</td>
<td>(16 mph)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 km/h (16 mph)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;35 kg (77 lb)</td>
<td>35 – 350 kg (77 – 770 lb)</td>
<td>&lt;35 kg (77 lb)</td>
<td>35 – 350 kg (77 – 770 lb)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International vehicle classification systems

Definitions, classifications and regulatory frameworks for micromobility vary across the world. Bicycles are the smallest vehicle in most countries’ classifications. Consequently, a range of micro-vehicles – such as standing e-scooters, e-skateboards and self-balancing vehicles – are excluded from classifications. In some cases, they are classified as toys, hence not allowed to circulate in public streets. As a temporary solution, Korea classified these devices with cars. Authorities in Singapore decided to create a new vehicle category called “personal mobility device” (PMD). In light of the obvious international impact of micro-vehicles and the difficulty in defining and categorising them, there could be value in shaping an internationally recognised classification system for them.
Micromobility in Europe

European Union regulation N°168/2013 established the L-category vehicles as a reference for member countries. L-category vehicles are powered two-, three- and four-wheel vehicles. The category uses power, power source, speed, length, width and height as classification criteria.

Some types of micro-vehicles can be mapped to the L1e category called “light two-wheel powered vehicle”:

- L1e-A powered cycle: electric bicycle equipped with auxiliary propulsion with a maximum speed of 25 km/h and a net power between 250 watts and 1 000 watts. This category includes low-powered throttle only electric bikes.
- L1e-B two-wheel moped: any two-wheel vehicle with a maximum design speed of more than 25 km/h and up to 45 km/h and a net power of up to 4 000 watts. It includes speed-pedelecs, though most speed-pedelecs have a power of 500-750 watts.

Other micro-vehicles are left outside the L1e category, most notably:

- human-powered vehicles, such as bicycles, skates and kick scooters
- pedelecs, defined as bicycles with pedal assistance up to 25 km/h and with an auxiliary electric motor having a maximum continuous rated power of up to 250 watts.
- self-balancing vehicles and vehicles not equipped with a seat (ie. standing scooters).

The United Nations Economic and Social Council published the Consolidated Resolution on the Construction of Vehicles, which included a vehicle classification system and safety standards that are now used as international references. The World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations allows open discussions among policy makers. This leads to the construction of a shared reference across countries, even if it still excludes the large part of micro-vehicles cited above (UNECE, 2017).

Micromobility in the United States

In the United States, vehicles such as e-bikes and e-scooters are predominantly regulated at state level. State-by-state legislation is being passed which distinguishes e-scooters and e-bikes from mopeds and other motor vehicles, thus enabling the use of bike lanes, and avoiding requirements for licencing and registration (NCSL, 2019).

For the use of e-scooters, some states impose a minimum age of 8, 12, 16 or 18, some only require the use of helmets, and others have set both a minimum age and a helmet requirement. State-specific speed limits for e-scooters range from 20 km/h (12.5 mph) to 32 km/h (20 mph) (Sikka et al., 2019).

For the use of e-bikes, state regulations typically impose that an e-bike falls within one of the following three classes:

- Class 1 electric bicycle: a bicycle equipped with a motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedalling, and that ceases to provide assistance when the bicycle reaches the speed of 20 mph (32 km/h).
- Class 2 electric bicycle: a bicycle equipped with a motor that may be used exclusively to propel the bicycle, and that is not capable of providing assistance when the bicycle reaches the speed of 20 mph (32 km/h).
• Class 3 electric bicycle: a bicycle equipped with a motor that provides assistance only when the rider is pedalling, and that ceases to provide assistance when the bicycle reaches the speed of 28 mph (45 km/h) and is equipped with a speedometer.

Micromobility in Asia

In People’s Republic of China, electric bicycles are classified as bicycles. The latest regulation stipulates that electric bicycles must have working pedals, with a maximum design speed not exceeding 25 km/h, weight (including battery) up to 55 kg, motor power up to 400 W, and battery voltage up to 48 V (Large, 2019).

Singapore created a new category of vehicle called the “personal mobility device” (PMD). E-scooters fall within this category. It differentiates PMD from cars, but also from bicycles and e-bikes (SLA, 2019).

In Korea, all power-driven vehicles are considered as motor vehicles (KMVSS, 2019). However, there is no specific classification to categorise the different vehicle types. Authorities are currently using the UNECE regulation and safety requirements as a reference (UNECE, 2019).

Micromobility in Latin America

Latin American countries classify micro-vehicles according to the speed they can develop through assistance or propulsion engines, according to experts.

In Mexico City, the traffic regulations clearly define that any vehicle capable of autonomously developing a maximum of 30 km/h is a non-motorised vehicle. Any vehicle that exceeds 30 km/h is a motorised vehicle that needs a licence plate, registration and must follow the common rules applicable to cars.

In Colombia, a vehicle type exists for pedal-assisted e-bikes with a motor power of up to 300 W, a weight of up to 35 kg and with a maximum design speed not exceeding 25 km/h (MDT, 2017). PMDs were defined as a new vehicle category, just as they were in Singapore. They are defined as electrical motorised individual vehicles with one or more wheels, a minimum design speed of 6 km/h and maximum design speed of 25 km/h (DGT, 2019). According to this definition, PMDs include e-scooters, e-bikes, e-skateboards, one-wheels and more micro-vehicle forms, insofar as they respect the limit applied to the design speed.

Other efforts to classify micromobility

SAE International is a U.S.-based, globally active professional association and standards developing organisation for engineering professionals in various industries. Their taxonomy can be used by authorities at the local and national level to develop policy that is compatible with their policy objectives and with the infrastructure available.

SAE International published the J3194™ Standard defining powered micromobility as a category of powered vehicles that can be classified according to four main criteria (SAE, 2019):

• vehicle weight of up to 227 kg (500 lb)
• vehicle width of up to 1.5 m (5 ft)
• top speed of up to 48 km/h (30 mph)
• power source by an electric motor or a combustion engine.
The (trademarked) J3194 standard distinguished six types of powered micro-vehicles: powered bicycle, powered standing scooter, powered seated scooter, powered self-balancing board, powered non-self-balancing board, and powered skates. It only includes vehicles that are primarily designed to transport people and to be used on paved roadways and paths.

**Figure 2. Types of powered micromobility vehicles as defined by SAE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Powered Bicycle</th>
<th>Powered Standing Scooter</th>
<th>Powered Seated Scooter</th>
<th>Powered Self-Balancing Board</th>
<th>Powered Non-Self-Balancing Board</th>
<th>Powered Skates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center column</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operable pedals</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floorboard / foot pegs</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-balancing²</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Possible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: SAE (2019).

It excludes solely human-powered vehicles like traditional bikes. However, it distinguishes between three classes of e-bikes:

- **Class 1**: pedal assist (or “class 1 e-bikes”, “pedelecs”, “low-speed, pedal-assisted e-bike”)
- **Class 2**: throttle on demand (or “class 2 e-bikes”, “low-speed, throttle-assisted e-bike”)
- **Class 3**: speed pedelec (or “class 3 e-bike”, “speed pedelec” and “speed pedal-assisted e-bike”).
An alternative vehicle classification focuses on the vehicle’s top speed, weight, emissions, spatial footprint and health footprint (a function of the physical activity input) normalised by the vehicle’s passenger capacity. This approach is being formalised by the New Urban Mobility Alliance (NUMO): a global alliance organisation consisting of partners including cities, NGOs and companies from diverse sectors. This approach helps policy makers link these “vehicle profiles” with specific requirements and regulations (e.g. space allocation, data, pricing, licencing). It proposes to use radar charts (Figure 3) to represent vehicle characteristics: the farther from the centre, the more requirements needed.
How safe are micromobility trips?

A trip by car or by motorcycle in a dense urban area is more likely to result in a traffic fatality than a trip by micro-vehicle of Type A. This section provides evidence of that and seeks to measure the mode shift achieved by new micromobility solutions.

A trip by shared standing e-scooter is no more likely than a bicycle trip to result in a road traffic death. The risk of hospital admission may be higher on e-scooters, but there have been too few studies to draw firm conclusions. This section provides information on casualties and trips, and compares the safety of e-scooters with that of other modes.

Lessons from fatality data

The detailed and comprehensive reporting of fatal crashes delivers precious insights. The ITF typically uses traffic death figures to compare cycling safety across various countries (Santacreu, 2018) and cities (ITF, 2019a). Police crash datasets identify bicycle casualties but do not identify standing e-scooter casualties as yet, at least in most countries. This report draws information from 38 media reports of standing e-scooter fatalities, up until end-October 2019 (Annex A). This section examines the risk imposed on pedestrians, the risk imposed by motor vehicles, and the risk experienced by riders of standing e-scooters.

Pedestrian fatalities are rare

Pedestrians represent less than one in ten fatalities in crashes involving standing e-scooters. Research for this report found that only two such fatalities occurred in the world through October 2019. Both crashes involved privately owned e-scooters, according to one expert, neither of which was equipped with a speed limiter. Similarly, in crashes involving bicycles, pedestrians represent no more than one in ten fatalities. Overall, riders themselves represent over 90% of fatalities in crashes involving Type A micro-vehicles (a category which includes bicycles and low-speed standing e-scooters).

Figure 4. Fatalities in collisions involving a given user group

In comparison, car occupants represent less than 40% of fatalities in crashes involving passenger cars (Figure 4). The majority of victims killed in crashes involving a car are found in other, more vulnerable user groups. This finding reflects the impact of the relatively higher mass, speed and driver protection found on passenger cars. Public debate around sidewalk protection and micromobility rider accountability is legitimate but should not distract policy makers from the main sources of danger in the urban environment.

**Most fatal crashes involve a heavier vehicle**

Over 80% of cyclist and e-scooter rider deaths result from crashes with heavier vehicles (Figure 5). In comparison, car occupants are more likely to be killed in crashes where no other motor vehicle is involved. This once again reflects the higher speed of these vehicles, even in urban areas where this data was collected.

![Figure 5. Vehicle occupant fatalities by third party involvement](image)


Several caveats should be borne in mind when interpreting these figures:

- not all fatalities are reported in the media, especially as the novelty aspect of e-scooters fades
- some media reports lack clarity with regards to the exact e-scooter type (with/without seat, shared/private)
- three media reports lack clarity on the role of third parties in the crash, in which case the ITF assumed a motor vehicle was involved.

**Fatality risk: Similar results for cycle and e-scooter trips**

The risk of being killed on a shared standing e-scooter trip is no different from that of being killed on an average bicycle trip, and substantially lower than on an average motorcycle trip. In high- and middle-income countries, one bicycle rider is killed in every 10 million bicycle trips on average. This figure provides the reader with an order of magnitude but hides dramatic differences between countries and
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cities. Shared e-scooters belong to Type A in the micro-vehicle classification proposed here. This report could not find data to assess the safety of e-scooters reaching higher speeds (Type C).

Three people were killed in the United States on shared standing e-scooters in 2018, according to media reports, for an estimated 38.5 million trips (NACTO, 2019a). Worldwide, one of the most popular e-scooter companies, Lime, reported its first 100 million rides on 16 September 2019. Of these, industry experts assume that over 90 million are e-scooter rides, the rest being bike-share rides. Over the same period of time, the media reported nine fatalities among Lime e-scooter riders (Annex A). The risk for Lime riders is therefore estimated at fewer than 100 fatalities per billion trips. Another e-scooter company, Bird, reported their first 50 million rides in August 2019 (Scoot, 2019), at a time when five of their riders had died in crashes according to media reports, a number confirmed by the company.

Available figures for shared e-scooter risk range between 78 and 100 fatalities per billion trips. This range should be considered an order of magnitude. Its precision is limited by the number of fatalities which, in terms of statistical robustness, should be considered as small.

Cycling risk across cities ranges between 21 and 257 fatalities per billion trips. Figures come from the ITF Safer City Streets network and database (Box 1) and are consistent with other research (Bassil et al., 2015).

Motorcycles and mopeds together are called powered two-wheelers (PTW). Riding a PTW in cities comes with a risk of fatality ranging between 132 and 1,614 per billion trips. The risk of being killed in a PTW trip is at least two times higher than in a cycle trip, according to the information the ITF collected for both modes in eight different cities.

The comparison between e-scooters, bicycles and other modes is delicate, due to the absence of data in a comparable global sample of cities. Indeed, previous ITF research revealed great differences in risk across countries and cities. Cycling risk in the United States was found to be six times higher than in Northern European countries (Santacreu, 2018). City-level data collected through the ITF Safer City Streets network (Box 1) showed that the same difference in cycling risk (a factor of six) is observed between Berlin (with 21 fatalities per billion trips) and New York City (128 fatalities per billion trips).

The risk analysis per unit distance travelled, as opposed to the analysis per ride, would be marginally less favourable to e-scooter riders, due to a lower average trip distance. E-scooter sharing companies provide a wide range of estimates for average trip distances. This can reflect specific local circumstances but can also raise doubts on the reliability of trip distance data. Distances could be very sensitive to GPS sampling rates and signal noise, and be severely under-estimated if derived from start and end points alone.

Limited studies have not yet managed to assess the risks of riding an e-bike. Riding a Class 1 e-bike, known as a pedelec and limited to 25 km/h, does not appear to be more dangerous than riding a bicycle, once trip distances and age are controlled for (Schepers, Klein Wolt and Fishman, 2018). More studies should investigate the risk of fatality on e-bikes. Research protocols should control for the number of older riders and for the trip distances, often higher with e-bike riders.
Box 1. The ITF Safer City Streets network

The ITF Safer City Streets initiative is a platform for road safety experts working at city level to share their experience and develop a global traffic safety database. It is funded by the FIA and shaped on the national-level permanent working group of the ITF called the International Road Traffic Safety Analysis and Data group (IRTAD).

Over 40 cities have joined the ITF Safer City Streets network, and its database includes over 70 urban areas. In Figure 6, the bubble size represents the population of urban areas found in the database. Some are defined by an administrative boundary, and others are defined by commuting flows. The latter are called functional urban areas (FUAs): they tend to occupy a larger land area and have lower population density. The plot reveals the diversity of situations:

- land area varies from 80 km² (The Hague) to over 9,000 km² (Vienna FUA)
- population varies from 400,000 (Zürich) to over 12 million (London FUA)
- population density varies from 130 people per km² (Graz FUA) to over 21,000 per km² (Paris City).

Figure 6. Population density and land areas of cities from the ITF Safer City Streets database

The network enabled the ITF to collect data on casualties and trips for each mode of transport, and calculate the risk of being killed per trip for each mode, making the comparison possible between e-scooter, bicycle and motorcycle fatality numbers.

Members of the network provided responses to the ITF survey on micromobility safety research priorities (Annex C) and participated in the CPB workshop that informed this report.

Source: ITF (2019a).
Lessons from injury data

The ITF identified eight published studies shedding light on crash circumstances and injury severity following standing e-scooter crashes (Table 1). This section draws conclusions from the studies and compares e-scooter with cycling and motorcycle injury data where available.

Table 1. Standing e-scooter injury studies comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>E-scooter riders</th>
<th>Non-riders</th>
<th>Helmet use</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Motor vehicle involved</th>
<th>Admitted to hospital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>Austin, Texas, United States</td>
<td>ED / EMS patients</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>Portland, Oregon, United States</td>
<td>ED patients</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>Baltimore, Maryland, United States</td>
<td>ED patients</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand</td>
<td>ED patients</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Santa Monica, California, United States</td>
<td>ED patients</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Santa Monica, California, United States</td>
<td>On-street survey</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>San Francisco, California, United States</td>
<td>Police injury data</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>San Francisco, California, United States</td>
<td>Trauma patients</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>San Diego, California, United States</td>
<td>Trauma patients</td>
<td>103</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Santa Monica, California, United States</td>
<td>Police collision data</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: ED: emergency department; EMS: emergency medical services; E-scooter: standing e-scooter.


Serious e-scooter crashes often involve motor vehicles

Studies have acknowledged that the involvement of motor vehicles in e-scooter crashes is broadly proportional to injury severity (VZSFIPR Collaborative, 2019a). Between 2% and 23% of emergency department (ED) patients involved in e-scooter crashes declare that a motor vehicle was involved. Among e-scooter trauma patients, however, half declare that a motor vehicle was involved. Cyclists experience similar outcomes: crashes involving motor vehicles result in more severe injuries (Cripton et al., 2015).

Among hospital-reported bicycle crashes in Sweden, only 13% involved a motor vehicle (Rizzi, Stigson and Krafft, 2013). In the Netherlands, motor vehicles were involved in 22% of bicycle injuries scoring 2+ on the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (Weijermars et al., 2016). Collisions with motor vehicles accounted for 34% of hospital-reported cyclist injuries in Vancouver and Toronto (Cripton et al., 2015).
The analysis of non-fatal crash factors in this section is essentially based on hospital data due to the limitations of police data. Police tend to over-estimate motor vehicle involvement in bicycle crashes for at least two reasons: 1) bicycle crashes and single bicycle crashes, in particular, are rarely reported to the police and 2) some countries exclude single bicycle crashes from the scope of police data collection. Reporting of bicycle crashes to the police was found to be as low as 10% in the Rhone region (Blazot et al., 2012) and 15% in England (Aldred, 2018).

**Pedestrian injuries: Rare or under-reported**

Non-riders, mainly pedestrians, represent between 1% and 14% of standing e-scooter related injuries, averaging 4% across all studies. A major caveat is the likely under-reporting of injuries, a phenomenon that may be greatest among pedestrians. Their injuries may be treated as falls and, as such, lie outside the traditional scope of traffic safety data (Bekhit et al., 2020). Police data from Santa Monica found pedestrians to be involved in 7% of shared micromobility collisions (City of Santa Monica 2019b).

One of the studies listed in Table 1 explicitly excluded patients aged 55 and older on the grounds that mobility scooter injuries may be misinterpreted as standing e-scooter injuries. Such a protocol should be avoided because it may exclude a number of pedestrian injuries genuinely involving e-scooters.

Serious pedestrian injuries in collisions with cyclists are also rare, especially when compared to injuries sustained by pedestrians from collisions with motor vehicles (O’Herne and Oxley, 2019). In 2016, 11 pedestrians were seriously injured in Germany in collisions with pedelecs, whilst more than 7,000 were seriously injured in collisions with cars (Santacreu, 2018). Adjusting for fleet size, a car is nearly 50 times more likely to be linked with a serious pedestrian injury.

**Helmet use is rare**

Helmet use was rare among standing e-scooter riders across all studies, ranging from 0.5% to 25%, averaging 4%. Trivedi et al. (2019) conducted a field survey of helmet use and found no significant difference between field observations and ED patient stated helmet use (p=0.53 from a Chi-square test).

The lower use of helmets among riders of *shared* bikes and *shared* standing e-scooters is documented by Haworth and Schramm (2019) and well understood: it can be explained to some extent by the spontaneous nature of shared-vehicle use. A 2019 survey of standing e-scooter riders in Brussels demonstrated that 47% of riders of privately owned vehicles always used a helmet, as opposed to 7% of shared-vehicle riders (Lefrancq, 2019).

E-scooter riders seem less likely than cyclists to wear a helmet. This is observed for both shared and private vehicle use in Brisbane, where helmet use is obligatory for all age groups and rideable devices. (Haworth and Schramm, 2019)

**Male riders suffer most injuries**

The proportion of male riders is consistently above 50% across all e-scooter injury studies. The average across all studies is 62%. Among trauma patients, whose injuries are more severe, the proportion of male riders is higher, although not in a statistically significant manner (p>0.05 from a Chi-square test).

The over-representation of males in injury statistics is consistent with ridership data from e-scooter sharing companies (City of Santa Monica, 2019a) but may also reflect the higher occurrence of risky behaviour by male riders.
The share of male riders in standing e-scooter fatalities (86%, or 30 out of 35) is significantly higher (p<0.01) than their share among ED patients (59%). The higher severity of injuries sustained by men is not specific to the use of e-scooters but already observed across all vehicle types. In England, Feleke et al. (2018) used the National Travel Survey to reveal that fatality rates for walking, cycling and driving were higher for males than females, controlling for distances travelled.

**Road surface conditions**

In Austin, Texas, half of e-scooter ED patients reported that road surface conditions contributed to their crash (Austin Public Health, 2019). In St Louis, Missouri, more than half of the patients said road conditions caused their falls (Petrin, 2019). In France, road surface conditions were mentioned by 40% of shared standing e-scooters users who had experienced a crash. The weather was mentioned by 25%, essentially reflecting the negative effect of wet weather on handling (6t-bureau de recherche, 2019a).

Future research on e-scooter injuries and crash circumstances should apply the same protocol on bicycle injuries so that crash factors can be compared and vulnerability to road surface condition can be understood. The influence of vehicle design, including wheel size, on crash risk is discussed in this report’s chapter on vehicle safety.

**E-scooter injury risk**

Standing e-scooter injury rates range from 87 to 251 ED visits per million trips. These injuries are of various severity levels, however, with approximately one in ten requiring hospital admission. In comparison, the 2009 cycling injury rate in the United States can be estimated at 110 to 180 ED visits per million trips.

An alternative way to quantify injury risk consists of counting the number of people admitted to a hospital bed. The ITF collated estimates for hospital admission rates for various modes of transport (Table 2):

- shared standing e-scooters: 29 per million trips in Austin, Texas (United States) and 62 in Auckland (New Zealand)
- bicycles: five to ten per million trips in the United States, four in France and one to two in Germany
- motorcycles and mopeds, together called powered two-wheelers: 28 per million trips in France.

Bicycle and standing e-scooter risks are broadly similar in terms of fatalities and ED visits, but seem to differ in terms of hospital admissions. The safety performance of e-scooters in comparison with other transport modes remains a topic where evidence is weak. Further investigation is essential for at least two reasons:

- No study has yet compared the injury rates per trip across e-scooter riders and cyclists using a consistent protocol, over the same observation area and timeframe. This is illustrated in Table 2. This is important because hospital practices may vary from place to place, even within the same country. Practice may differ on whether casualties should be admitted to hospital for observation, especially if head injuries are suspected (ITF, 2011).
- Studies conducted in 2018 reflect the safety performance of a new vehicle type in its *first few months* of operations. They may not reflect gradual improvements in vehicle design and in user skills that have occurred since then.
The hospital admission rate of e-scooter riders should not be assessed on two studies alone. It is essential that more research is conducted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>City, Time</th>
<th>Standing e-scooter</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Powered two-wheeler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Injuries (ED visits) per billion trips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Austin, Texas, United States 2018</td>
<td>203 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Baltimore, Maryland, United States 2018-2019</td>
<td>87 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Portland, Oregon, United States 2018</td>
<td>251 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand 2018-2019</td>
<td>200 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>United States 2009</td>
<td>110 000 to 180 000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>City, Time</th>
<th>Injuries (hospital admissions) per billion trips</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Austin, Texas, United States 2018</td>
<td>29 000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand 2018-2019</td>
<td>62 000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Germany 2008-2009</td>
<td>1 000 to 2 000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rhone, France 2005-2006</td>
<td>4 000</td>
<td>28 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Toronto, Canada 2008-2012</td>
<td>circa 1 000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>United States 2009</td>
<td>5 000 to 9 000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>United States 2008-2009</td>
<td>6 000 to 10 000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>City, Time</th>
<th>Injuries (MAIS3+) per billion trips</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Barcelona, Spain 2012-2014</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Melbourne, Australia 2011-2015</td>
<td>2 000 to 3 200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rhone, France 2005-2006</td>
<td>1 920</td>
<td>1 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sweden 2011-2015</td>
<td>600 to 1 000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The term “powered two-wheeler” refers to motorcycles and mopeds, as per the Glossary. Where a data source provides a cycling injury rate per kilometre, the ITF calculated a low- and a high-risk estimates, per trip, assuming the average bicycle trip distance is between three and five kilometres.


Injury severity should be measured using a globally agreed medical assessment standard. The International Transport Forum proposes to define a serious injury as one scoring 3+ on a globally accepted trauma scale used by medical professionals: the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale (MAIS).
provides an objective and reliable basis for data collection and international comparisons (ITF, 2011). The injury score is determined at the hospital with the help of a detailed classification key. The score ranges from one to six. Injuries classified as three and above (or 3+) on the MAIS scale are the most serious injuries and ones that involve significant or long-term consequences and costs. The European Commission adopted MAIS3+ as the definition of a serious injury in 2013 (European Commission, 2015).

None of the studies reported on the number of seriously injured e-scooter patients using the MAIS scale, but data exists for other modes. In terms of MAIS3+ per million trips, cycling is safer than riding a motorcycle or moped in Barcelona, but not as safe as riding a motorcycle or moped in the Rhone region. This again shows the difficulty of drawing conclusions from limited studies. It also shows the need to agree on common standards for estimating MAIS scores across the world. Comparability is indeed compromised by the number of different methods used across countries (Weijermars et al., 2018).

**E-scooter crash reports and insurance claims data**

E-scooter sharing companies collect crash data from riders, but such data should be interpreted with care. Only a fraction of users report their crashes to the company (Baltimore City, 2019; Bird, 2019).

Bird reported 37 crashes per million rides (Bird, 2019) while Tier, operating in Europe, where crash risks are lower than in other markets, reported 25 crashes per million rides (Lunden, 2019). The ITF collected time series from two other e-scooter companies and combined the data to show a decreasing trend over time (Figure 7). This trend may explain why some 2018 figures were significantly higher. In San Francisco, for instance, 200 incidents were reported per million rides in 2018 (VZSFIIPR Collaborative, 2019a).

Fifteen collisions were reported to the police in Santa Monica for every million shared micromobility trip (City of Santa Monica, 2019b). This relatively low figure is consistent with the known under-reporting of cycling crashes to the police.

**Figure 7. Number of crashes reported by riders of two standing e-scooter companies**

Source: ITF elaboration, based on data from two companies.
In New Zealand, the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC) delivered several insights. It found e-scooter injury claims for males and females were evenly split at 50% each (Insurance Business, 2019). In Auckland, it also found that about 50 times less insurance claims are made for e-scooter crashes than for falls. Insurance data also revealed the total medical cost of all shared e-scooter injuries in the Auckland region. Divided by the number of shared e-scooter trips, this cost represents between USD 0.60 and USD 0.70 per trip (Bekhit et al., 2020).

Safety through mode shift

Car crashes cause four to seven times more deaths among vulnerable road users than among vehicle occupants. This information comes from the analysis of crash matrices in Bogotá, Colombia; Paris, France; and inner London, United Kingdom. It indicates that car occupants in dense urban areas represent a greater risk to other road users than to themselves as a group. (ITF, 2019a) In comparison, the total number of third parties killed in collisions with e-scooters or with bicycles is no more than 10% of the total number of fatalities in collisions involving e-scooters or bicycles.

To compare the traffic safety impact of different modes and assess the benefits of modal shift, the concept of risk is essential. Fatality risk is computed as the total number of fatalities involving each mode, divided by the number of trips, kilometres or hours travelled with each mode. Figure 8 shows the total fatality risk as the sum of the risk to oneself and the risk imposed on others. In these two components of risk, the latter has yet to be investigated in more cities. For this reason, results should be seen as indicative, representing only an order of magnitude. (ITF, 2019a)

Figure 8. Number of fatalities in collisions involving a given user group in selected cities, 2011-15
(per passenger trip in this user group)
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Note: Figures for standing e-scooters and slow e-bikes are not available but are thought to be similar to figures for pedal cycles. Fatalities, trips and travel distances from Auckland, Barcelona, Berlin, Greater London, Paris Area. Crash matrices from Bogota, Inner London, and Paris.

Source: ITF (2019a).

Largest fatality risk for trips by motorcycle or moped

Figure 8 suggests that riding a motorcycle or moped is associated with over 11 times more fatalities than riding a bicycle in urban areas, controlling for the number of trips. This takes into account fatalities among both riders and pedestrians. Motorcycles and mopeds together make up the powered two-wheeler (PTW) category, as per the Glossary.
Cycling is second only to walking in imposing the smallest fatality risk on other road users. People experience a higher risk to themselves when they cycle in comparison to when they travel by bus or car. Trips by car and PTW impose a greater overall fatality risk than a trip that is walked, cycled or travelled by bus. This analysis of fatality risk suggests that a modal shift away from cars and motorcycles could deliver significant road safety benefits in dense urban areas, not to mention wider public health benefits linked with physical activity and air quality.

Some see a regulatory failure in the extremely high risk that PTW riders experience and impose on third parties. Current transformations in urban mobility create an opportunity to better regulate vehicle use and eliminate speeds which are incompatible with the vision of eradicating deaths and serious injuries in traffic. Economists have calculated that PTWs generate much higher external costs than other transport modes per passenger kilometre, due to their poor safety and noise performance (Schrotten et al., 2019).

The number of fatalities is likely to increase in places where powered micromobility is unregulated and allowed to reach the sort of speeds adopted by PTW riders. Regulators need to learn from mistakes of the past and make sure that micromobility does not ruin the efforts made elsewhere towards the elimination of road traffic deaths.

Fast e-bikes, with assistance up to 45 km/h, can reach the speed of mopeds. As such, they are a particular road safety concern and were discussed in a recent ITF roundtable (Santacreu, 2018). Their speed may be too high for cycling facilities. Other road users may also under-estimate the speed of a fast e-bike, as it looks like a conventional bicycle. Most countries therefore apply additional regulations on fast e-bikes, in comparison to conventional bicycles, such as helmet use and liability insurance. However, among fast e-bikes, those which are pedal assisted, do provide some health benefits. For this reason, they are often subject to a lighter regulation than mopeds, such as access to some of the bicycle network. Because fast e-bikes look like bicycles, they are practically immune to on-street identification and enforcement. Researchers and policy makers should develop solutions to limit the speed of fast e-bikes where relevant and to ensure specific regulations are observed by riders.

Substituting for cars, taxis and motorcycles

Can micromobility help mitigate the danger of motor vehicle traffic by spurring a mode shift from private cars, taxis and motorcycles? Potentially, yes. Two-thirds of car trips made by London residents could be cycled in under 20 minutes (GLA, 2015).

In a survey of shared bike and shared e-scooter users in Santa Monica, California, a majority of respondents reported driving less often. A majority also reported ride hailing less often (City of Santa Monica, 2019a). In Portland, Oregon, 34% of shared e-scooter users said they would have driven a personal car (19%) or hailed a taxi, Uber or Lyft (15%) if they had not taken an e-scooter for their most recent trip (PBOT, 2018).

The free-floating model has dramatically increased the popularity of micromobility. Among free-floating bike share users, 40% had never used a bicycle before (6t-bureau de recherche, 2016). In Portland, 78% of people using shared e-scooters had never used the local bike-share system before (PBOT, 2018). This suggests that diverse forms of micromobility can complement each other, appeal to different user groups, and together contribute to reducing the mode share of cars, taxis and motorcycles.

Some jurisdictions (e.g. Korea and New South Wales) require users of shared e-scooter systems to possess a valid motorcycle or driving licence. The effect of such a policy on mode shift and safety is unclear and could be the focus of future research. Where this policy is motivated by the need to identify individuals, other forms of identification should be accepted for shared micromobility to deliver its full
strategic potential. Where this policy is motivated by the need to ensure knowledge of road traffic rules, other solutions should be envisaged, which include child and adult road safety and micromobility training. One could also argue that driver licencing requirements should be proportional to the speed and mass of a vehicle. The same requirements would apply, then, to e-scooters and e-bikes if their speeds were capped at the same level.

Table 3. Mode shift reported by shared standing e-scooter users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Mode shift from car/taxi trips</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Paris, Lyon and Marseille, France</td>
<td>e-scooter, Lime</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Lisbon, Portugal</td>
<td>e-scooter, Dott</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Austin, Texas, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Bird</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Auckland, New Zealand</td>
<td>e-scooter, Lime</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Auckland, Hutt Valley, Christchurch, Dunedin, New Zealand</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Atlanta, Georgia, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Bird</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Lime</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Denver, Colorado, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Bird</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Los Angeles, California, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Bird</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Phoenix, Arizona, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Bird</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Portland, Oregon, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter (residents and commuters)</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Atlanta, Georgia, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Lime</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Austin, Texas, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Lime</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Kansas City, Missouri, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Lime</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Los Angeles, California, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter, Lime</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Portland, Oregon, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter (visitors)</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Santa Monica, California, United States</td>
<td>e-scooter and bike share</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Mode shift refers to the mode (the survey only allows for a single choice) which would have been chosen for the most recent e-scooter trip would an e-scooter not have been available. Results from surveys allowing multiple choices are not represented here.


Table 3 reveals the proportion of shared standing e-scooter trips which are reported to replace a car or taxi trip. This proportion ranges 8% to 50%, with lowest figures observed in Europe and New Zealand, and highest figures observed in the United States. This most likely reflects the varying levels of car use across the world. In a city with very low car use, it is only natural that a very small fraction of e-scooter trips replace car trips.

E-scooters may be a solution for people experiencing minor physical mobility challenges, giving them an alternative to car use. Some users indeed reported that they would not have walked (8%) or cycled (7%).
the last e-scooter trip they made, specifically because of their physical condition. (6t-bureau de recherche, 2019a)

Note that several survey results could not be included in Table 3 due to inconsistent survey design. The main issue is when multiple choices are given to answer the mode shift question. There would be great value in using harmonised questionnaires when conducting surveys. The ITF recommends that a single choice is allowed and that the question specifically refers to the most recent trip made by the user.

However small the figures are in European cities, shared vehicles could have a greater impact on car-use than is suggested by the relatively low mode shift figures observed:

- Among users of shared standing e-scooters in France, 12% declare that the service has changed their use of the private car, despite only 4% declaring that their last e-scooter trip would have been done by car (6t-bureau de recherche, 2019a).
- Likewise, 14% of French users of shared mopeds declare that the service has changed their use of the private car, despite only 3% declaring that their last moped trip would have been done by car (6t-bureau de recherche, 2019b).

Shared e-scooters can reduce car dependence, as they offer an occasional substitute where and when alternatives are not competitive. Competition between micromobility, walking and public transport is feared by many but may well be necessary for people to transition towards a car-free urban mobility. French survey data (6t-bureau de recherche, 2019c) suggests that shared e-scooter riders have not significantly reduced how much they walk or use public transport:

- Whilst 44% of local users would have walked to take their last trip if an e-scooter had not been available, only 6% of users walked less overall since they started using e-scooters.
- Whilst 30% would have used public transport, only 6% use public transport less often.
- In 44% of trips, only one leg of the return journey was made on an e-scooter. When this happens, the other leg is made on public transport 62% of the time.

**How can greater mode shift be achieved?**

Could more people cycle? A survey of nine European cities revealed that traffic safety is the biggest obstacle to cycling more frequently (De Ceunynck et al., 2019). In London, for example, dense traffic and the fear of being involved in a collision are by far the main barriers mentioned by non-cyclists (Transport for London, 2015). Improving traffic safety is essential to unlocking a modal shift towards cycling. The same principle is likely to apply to the use of e-scooters and other forms of micromobility.

Cycling, and micromobility more broadly, can feed into public transport and solve the first- and last-mile problem. It is likely to support public transport ridership on routes with an attractive commercial speed (e.g. rail, light rail and bus rapid transit) or on routes serving areas with poor walkability. In San Francisco, a survey revealed that 39% of e-scooter trips were made in connection with public transit (Lime, 2018). Public transport is the safest travel mode by far, and cities should promote using micromobility to connect with these services. Road deaths could be avoided if such inter-modal trips replaced those by car, taxi, moped or motorcycle. Micromobility can provide users with access to rail links that may be further afield but allow for direct transport to their destination, minimising the use of cars and boosting the capacity of a public transport system, which is often constrained by bottlenecks at interchanges (Veryard and Perkins, 2018).
Data collection: Why do it and how to improve it

All jurisdictions should update their police and hospital data collection systems so as to identify micromobility crashes and precise vehicle types. Some authorities will choose to update their forms and coding systems, others will promote the use of well-defined keywords (figures 9 and 10) in free text fields. Whichever solution is used, mobility scooters that aid persons with limited mobility should not be categorised with power-scooters or standing scooters. Since 2018, French police have been using revised data collection tools that identify powered personal mobility devices. This category is separate from bicycles and slow e-bikes, facilitating the analysis and interpretation of micromobility crash data.

Figure 9. Poster to assist medical staff with the coding of micromobility injuries

Keywords for e-scooter use can be searched in police or patient data; this is the protocol used in most studies presented in Table 3. It is a flexible and resilient solution in the fast-evolving mobility landscape, where new forms of micro-vehicle are yet to come. However, it requires training for health professionals so that the right keywords are used. The use of text mining software capable of correcting spelling mistakes is recommended.

There is a clear need for national and international guidelines for the consistent and comparable capture of micro-vehicle types across police and health data systems over time. Public health professionals and statistical authorities should work together to revise and expand codes that describe precisely which vehicles are involved in injuries. The most commonly used vehicle classification is the International Classification of Disease ICD-10. Yet the diversity and novelty of micro-vehicles have resulted in a lack of standardisation in both practice and guidance on how to capture injuries associated with micro-vehicles in medical records. (VZSFIPR Collaborative, 2019b)
Researchers at CSCRS (2019) propose to revise ICD-10 to include new codes for e-scooters and prevent the confusion of vehicles in medical datasets. They propose guidance for medical professionals to adopt (Figure 9).

Police and public health casualty databases should also accommodate information on the shared or private ownership of the vehicle and on the name of the shared micromobility company if applicable. This is to enable linkages with trip data that is available from each company, and because trip data is likely less available for privately owned vehicles.

Trip data is essential to assess and monitor the level of risk associated with the use of a service or vehicle type. Governments should collect trip numbers and durations from shared micromobility companies and survey the population to assess the use of privately owned vehicles. Household travel survey questionnaires have to acknowledge the popularity of new vehicle types and be revised similarly to police and hospital forms.

**Figure 10. Taxonomy adopted by police and public health departments in San Francisco**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric bicycle</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Electric bicycle" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Powered scooter (standup)</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Powered scooter" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moped or motor-driven cycle</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Moped" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric skateboard</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Electric skateboard" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoverboard, electric unicycle, other electrically motorized board</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Hoverboard" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segway-type vehicle</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Segway" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: VZSFIPR Collaborative (2019b).

A consistent minimum set of information should be reported in all e-scooter safety publications; this includes pedestrian injuries, motor vehicles involved and overnight hospital admission. Additional data on alcohol and drug testing methods and results, age, gender, and injury severity according to international medical standards would also be helpful.
There is indeed little value in a data collection effort dedicated solely to e-scooters, since their crash typology severity and rate should be compared with that of other modes. Comparing e-scooter incidents with a sample of bicycle crashes or injuries would provide precious insight into the specificity – if any – of e-scooter safety. This could support investigations into the stability of each vehicle type and into the effect of rider experience.

What is needed is a comprehensive data collection effort from both the police and hospital services. The reporting of injuries by body region was proposed in some studies but these lacked comparability. Public health professionals should harmonise their reporting of injuries by body region and severity.
Safe vehicles and operations

The Safe System approach to road safety was elaborated in Sweden and in the Netherlands in the 1990s. It is based on the idea that death and serious injury in road collisions are not an inevitable price to pay for mobility. The Safe System approach accepts that people make mistakes and acknowledges that collisions will continue to occur, but it aims to ensure that such mistakes do not result in fatalities or serious injuries. Better vehicle construction, improved road infrastructure and lower speeds can all contribute to reducing the impact of crashes, and better data can help us to understand and avoid future crashes. The responsibility for the Safe System is shared in a coordinated manner across the public and private sectors. Its application is closely monitored to assess results and, if necessary, review measures, taking into account experience, new data and new technologies. (ITF 2019b)

In a Safe System approach to micromobility, vehicle design should play a significant role. This section highlights the design elements which are most important and discusses the regulatory solutions towards safe vehicles.

Riders of standing e-scooters largely injure themselves in falls. For this reason, vehicle stability is a design priority. The stability of a micro-vehicle is influenced by a number of design factors including wheel size, tyre design, frame geometry, weight distribution and the presence of a seat and handlebar.

Pedestrian protection is also a design priority. Vehicle mass is an important factor here. Technology may offer solutions to prevent sidewalk riding and to limit speed in pedestrian areas.

Most e-scooter fatalities involve heavier vehicles. This naturally leads to several recommendations:

- Micro-vehicles should be visible in traffic. Regulators should acknowledge that different vehicle form factors will come with different design solutions for lights and reflectors.
- Heavier vehicles (i.e. cars and trucks) should meet higher active and passive safety standards.

Occasionally, riders are injured by hardware failure. This raises the question of type approval, and which micro-vehicle approval and inspection system would be relevant and proportionate to the risks.

In the area of shared micromobility, design and operational questions are linked:

- A heavier battery means less frequent recharging; a swappable battery means lighter recharging operations. The use of vans in recharging and redistribution tasks has potentially negative impacts on traffic safety. This section will highlight some of them.
- Shared vehicle fleets, particularly exposed to harsh weather and vandalism, may require higher design standards than privately owned micro-vehicles. For example, remote diagnosis of faulty equipment and the protection of brake cables would be important steps towards safer vehicles.
Vehicle design

The design of brakes, wheels, tyres and suspension attracted a high priority score in a survey circulated among industry experts and experts from the ITF Safer City Streets network (Annex 3). This section covers these aspects and explores other questions, such as the benefits of having a seat or a handlebar, and the need to improve the design of motor vehicles.

Braking systems

Industry experts prioritise reliable braking systems over performance improvements. They did not express a particular urge to see anti-lock braking systems (ABS) installed on all micro-vehicles. Regulators should nonetheless envisage this technology on heavier and faster micro-vehicles (types B, C and D), and regulatory alignment with motorcycles and mopeds.

Some regulators impose two independent braking systems on pedal cycles. This rule can be transposed to e-scooters without difficulty. However, other vehicle form factors exist where it is not physically possible to have two independent braking systems. Should this rule be applied to self-balancing micro-vehicles, they would become illegal. Dialogue with users and with the industry would help define an alternative set of rules for the approval and inspection of self-balancing devices.

Imposing two independent braking systems on those vehicles above a certain mass (types B and D) could be justified by the higher likelihood that these vehicles will carry a number of passengers or a significant cargo load. The case for regulation is reinforced by the ability of heavier micro-vehicles to carry more than two children, raising the stakes of brake failure.

For braking systems to be reliable, companies operating shared fleets of micro-vehicles should protect brake cables from vandalism. The use of fully-enclosed and tamper-proof brake cables is recommended by NACTO (2018).

Minimum performance requirements should be specified and tested during vehicle approval. These could be expressed in terms of outcome (e.g. average deceleration), under specific speed, load and gradient conditions. Regulators could seek to simplify vehicle approval by aligning procedures for micro-vehicles of types A and B with those applicable to e-bikes, and procedures for types C and D – vehicles with a higher speed – with those applicable to mopeds.

Bells and other acoustic alerting systems

An acoustic alerting device, such as a bell, is mandated on pedal cycles in the vast majority of countries that participate in the permanent working group of the ITF on road traffic safety, known as IRTAD\(^3\) (Yannis et al., 2019). Micro-vehicles with a handlebar could easily be equipped with a bell. Other vehicles, such as electric skateboards and self-balancing devices, could be sold with a handheld acoustic device or a remote control. But the regulatory approach should be relatively simple as these systems are of little interest to police and industry experts and regulation for them likely unenforced.

A significant number of bells on shared standing e-scooters in Paris are damaged, possibly due to frequent and rough handling of vehicles during charging and redistribution operations. A bell should be designed to withstand the potential vandalism and lack of care in a shared vehicle’s operating life. Some e-scooter companies propose a potentially more robust rotating bell integrated into the handlebar. Others propose replacing the relatively fragile mechanical bell by an electronic sound activated by a button (Loritz, 2019).
Visibility

The analysis of e-scooter crashes to date reveals that a significant proportion of rider deaths occur in night-time crashes.

Lights and reflectors are mandatory on pedal cycles in the vast majority of ITF IRTAD countries (Yannis et al., 2019). Some countries also impose the use of reflective vests in certain conditions. As part of a Safe System approach, however, it seems more appropriate to request reflective material from vehicle designers rather than from end-users. Not only are humans known for disregarding the rules, they are even more likely to do so when engaging in spontaneous trips on shared micro-vehicles. This report considers that the use of reflective accessories is a matter of personal choice, whereas vehicle equipment must provide sufficient visibility at all times.

When regulating for micro-vehicle visibility, policy makers should acknowledge that different vehicle forms will come with different design solutions for lights and reflectors. Some micro-vehicles have limited space for reflective surfaces. Skateboards, skates and electric unicycles, for example, are very small in size, whereas branding on shared vehicles can reduce the space available for reflectors. Regulators should impose clear specifications for minimum reflective surfaces. For example, they could specify the minimum amount of light that should be reflected by the micro-vehicle from any angle without stipulating if those reflectors should be placed on the wheel or the pedal. The use of reflective paint could become more widespread, as well.

Weight

Vehicle weight, along with speed, contributes to the kinetic energy of a vehicle and to the severity of injuries in the case of a collision with a pedestrian. In Paris, motorcycles and mopeds are involved in 20% of pedestrian fatalities. With a similar traffic volume, pedal cycles are involved in just 4% of pedestrian fatalities. For this reason, it is natural to impose greater safety regulations on heavier vehicles.

First generations of shared electric standing scooters were typically below 20 kg. As new generations are produced more robustly to withstand shared outdoor operations, to carry larger batteries and to prevent casual vandalism, typical vehicle weight is now over 20 kg. The impact of micro-vehicle weight on pedestrian safety should be investigated.

Wheels and tyres

Road condition is mentioned as a crash factor by most individuals injured in electric standing scooter crashes. Regulators may specify road-handling tests or prefer to specify design characteristics, or combine both options.

Vehicles with small wheels are more likely to crash on poorly maintained roads. This is the reason why e-scooter companies propose vehicles with greater wheel size as they update their fleets. Paine (2001) conducted a series of tests comparing the road handling of several models of bicycles and standing scooters. These tests revealed that scooters (motorised and human-powered) are less stable and controllable than bicycles. Scooters are more susceptible to road irregularities. Sudden falls sideways into the path of passing cars are more likely on scooters than on bicycles. Paine states, “there do not appear to be any ways to significantly improve the design of scooters to increase their stability at higher speeds.” This may have as much to do with centre of gravity, wheel caster effects or geometric effects, as wheel size. Authorities could nonetheless envisage imposing a minimum wheel size.
Industry experts believe that pneumatic tyres offer a better road grip than solid tyres. Regulation in Amsterdam requires that standing electric scooters be equipped with pneumatic tyres (Abend, 2019).

Regulators may choose to specify a number of tests that micro-vehicles must pass in different operating conditions before being used on the roads. In Germany, for example, standing scooters must pass a series of obstacles which include vertical curbs (Box 2).

**Handlebars and turn indicators**

Cyclists make hand gestures to signal turns and stops. German regulation states that anyone riding a small electric vehicle must announce a change of direction with a hand signal unless turn indicators are available. However, most first-time users, and a significant portion of regular users, keep both hands on the handlebar of an e-scooter at all times, not making any signal at all. This could be for various reasons, such as a lack of stability and the need to keep one hand on the throttle. Manufacturers and regulators should, therefore, consider the case for having indicator lights on standing e-scooters. The German Association of Vehicle Testing Services suggests revising regulations for standing e-scooters, requiring that they be equipped with turn indicators (VdTÜV, 2019). One could imagine using foot signals as an alternative to hand gestures and indicator lights. Such an approach, however, comes with a significant risk of being misunderstood.

Electric skateboards, skates and most self-balancing micro-vehicles have no handlebar. Their safety performance is largely undocumented. They are not exposed to some of the safety challenges observed with e-scooters because the learning phase for the user is longer. This eliminates touristic use and user over-confidence from which e-scooters suffer. The French regulation on powered micro-mobility has legalised their use, which can facilitate a robust assessment of their safety performance over time.

The presence of handlebars on micro-vehicles may well have an effect on safety, positive or negative. This report makes several hypotheses for researchers to investigate:

- handlebars may facilitate emergency braking
- handlebars may facilitate the rapid familiarisation with the vehicle (a reason why all shared micro-vehicles have handlebars)
- handlebars may impede the use of hand gestures to signal turns and stops (gestures may destabilise the rider, cause the loss of throttle pressure or cause the loss of braking capacity)
- handlebars may contribute to injuries to the face and elbows in falls where hands could have better absorbed the crash-landing.

**Seats**

The height from which a human body falls can make the injury outcome worse. The height of the foot platform on a standing micro-vehicle may also determine which body parts come into contact with which motor vehicle parts in the event of a collision.

Certain safety benefits may derive from having a seat on an electric scooter because: 1) seating can lower the rider’s centre of gravity, in comparison to a standing scooter and 2) seating may help the rider make hand signals without losing control. Future research should investigate differences in risk between seated and standing scooters, everything else being equal.

Should seated e-scooters be regulated as mopeds? This report suggests that factors such as mass and speed should determine the relevant safety regulations. The presence of a seat, of which the impact on
safety performance is yet unknown, is best ignored in safety regulations – especially since a seat is removable on some models.

**Assistance systems**

Industry experts are working to develop innovative assistance systems to enhance micromobility safety. Sidewalk riding is a priority safety concern for 70% of traffic safety experts, according to an ITF survey (Annex C). Potential solutions are pedestrian detection cameras mounted on micro-vehicles, and autonomous braking. However, autonomous brakes on vehicles without a restraint system put the rider at risk of being thrown from the vehicle. What is needed is a system to prevent sidewalk use where it is not allowed.

Stability control solutions would be most welcome, be it mechanical, or electronic. Mechanical stabilisation for the e-scooter market should draw from over a century of pedal cycle design development. Some bicycles have a spring connecting the front fork to the frame to provide a progressive torque that tends to steer the bicycle straight ahead. This is especially common on cargo bikes and other bikes designed to carry loads over the front wheel. Most bicycles also have an angle and a bend – called fork rake – in the front fork, which contributes to stabilising the vehicle. Last, the gyroscopic effect is the tendency of a rotating body to keep its axis of rotation stable. The size and mass of the wheels greatly contribute to the gyroscopic stabilisation. E-scooter manufacturers should explore the safety benefits of larger wheels, fork rake and steering stabilisation.

Electronic stabilisation could strengthen the steering resistance at higher speeds and apply a corrective steering input when a fall is predicted. This could facilitate the use of hand signals on standing electric scooters. A prototype has been developed and fitted on a bicycle by TU Delft (2019). In the longer term, pedal cycles and scooters may become fall-proof thanks to such steering assistance.

**Car design**

Whilst the focus of this report is on micro-vehicles, vehicle safety considerations should not overlook the significant improvements which are needed in the design of heavier vehicles. This section considers both active safety (to prevent a crash) and passive safety (to mitigate the severity of a crash).

Intelligent speed assistance (ISA) is an active safety system helping drivers adhere to posted speed limits. ISA will be imposed on new cars sold in Europe from 2022 and there is potential for this to become a global standard. Autonomous vehicles must not be allowed to drive over the legal speed limit. Imposing strict speed limits on micro-vehicles would be disproportionate if limits applicable to heavier and faster vehicles were not strictly enforced.

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) is another active safety system, designed to avoid crashes caused by late braking or braking with insufficient force. AEB involves a set of sensors on the vehicle which detect critical situations and apply full braking force autonomously, independently of the driver. As micromobility gains popularity, AEB should evolve to reliably detect all types of micro-vehicles. As for ISA, AEB will be mandatory for all new vehicles in the EU by 2022.

Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems, or C-ITS, offer wireless solutions for vehicles to exchange trusted messages and cooperate with other vehicles, road infrastructure and other road users. Those messages are often time-critical and safety-related. Micro-vehicles could use C-ITS to broadcast their position and reduce crash risk. However, it is a matter of principle that collision avoidance systems should detect all road users, whether they are equipped with a transponder or not, for fairness reasons (ITF, 2019b). There is still value in a scenario where all shared micro-vehicles come equipped with a
transponder and signal their presence to heavy vehicles in their surroundings. By doing so, shared micro-vehicle fleets could literally train existing collision avoidance systems, calibrating sensor sensitivity, and reducing the number of false negative detections.

In the area of C-ITS, governments could incentivise the use of best-practice technology to collect data from on-board vehicle sensors and learn about places where crashes are most likely to happen. Highway authorities could broadcast the position of risky locations in real time where feasible. Car sensors could identify potholes along their route. Now more than ever, there is scope for car manufacturers to share pothole data with local government on a permanent basis.

Passive safety improvements in cars should also be considered, especially in countries where governments are aiming for a shift towards more walking, cycling and micro-vehicle use. Cars come equipped with an increasing number of airbags, yet in most models, no airbag is protecting vulnerable road users from the consequences of a crash.

Foot platforms on standing micro-vehicles provide the riders with elevated height. This may cause radical changes to which vehicle parts come into contact with which body parts in a collision with a motor vehicle. Research should, therefore, examine whether and how cars’ passive safety regulations need to be updated. Such regulations have traditionally prescribed some energy-absorbing materials on bonnets and windscreens. Assumptions on pedestrian height may need to be revised or broadened.

**Type approval and technical inspections**

Product safety is an essential part of market access regulation in many countries, even more so when products can be used as vehicles on public roads. Where such regulations exist and apply to motor-scooters and bicycles, what do they require? Are they applicable on new forms of micro-vehicles?

Regulators should consider the benefit of aligning the requirements placed on micro-vehicles with existing frameworks:

- Could most requirements placed on Type A micro-vehicles be aligned with those applicable to bicycles and slow e-bikes? Considering the low kinetic energy of these vehicles, one could indeed argue that a formal type approval would be unnecessarily burdensome and might slow innovation.
- Could most requirements placed on Type C and Type D micro-vehicles be aligned with those applicable to mopeds?

Shared mobility companies should not send a vehicle to landfill when one part is broken: they should recycle components and upgrade parts. An ITF report will explore this aspect as it proposes to assess and compare the life cycle carbon footprints of several mobility solutions (ITF, forthcoming a). Increasingly, shared micromobility vehicles are designed to be modular, not just for their batteries but for every other principal component group (wheels, electronics, body, etc.). Will type approval regulations cope with or discourage such solutions? When a vehicle recombines various components, which homologation permit will it display? Regulators should anticipate these questions as they develop their approval procedure.

Type approval policies should leave some room for outcome-based certification. In this sense, the German test on braking performance and obstacle crossing is a positive development (Box 2).
Box 2. German product testing

In the European Union, personal light electric vehicles such as standing e-scooters fall outside of the scope of the Type Approval Regulation (EU) No. 168/2013 for two- or three-wheel vehicles and quadricycles. This is because self-balancing vehicles and vehicles without a seat are explicitly excluded. Instead, vehicle approval can be regulated at a national level. The German regulation known as eKFV specifies the type-approval requirements applicable to electric personal mobility devices.

Maximum speed and braking performance are tested on tracks. The minimum braking performance is set to 3.5 m/s². Vehicle dynamics are also tested by riding over specific vertical elements (represented in Figure 11) at maximum speed without loss of control.

![Figure 11. German vehicle dynamics testing elements](image)

Note: “Auffahrstufe” can be translated as “step”.

By the end of October 2019, 29 vehicle types were approved and permits were delivered by the Federal Motor Transport Authority (KBA), as listed on the KBA website. Approved small electric vehicles have a factory plate showing (a) manufacturer, (b) type and (c) permit number.

Source: BMVI (2019).

The type-approval process and safety requirements applicable to light vehicles can differ between countries but also within a country, as observed across the United States. A global harmonisation was proposed by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, which is today used by most countries as a reference (UNECE, 2017).

European regulations and directives

All micro-vehicle manufacturers have the minimum legal obligation to comply with the General Product Safety Directive (GPSD) 2001/95/EC and Directive 2006/42/EC on Machinery (Bike Europe, 2017a). The GPSD is not specifically oriented to vehicles, for which applicable safety rules are designed at a national level, but it establishes general community-level safety standards for any product placed on the market.
The Machinery Directive is not specific to vehicles, either, but includes relevant health and safety requirements, nonetheless.

Regulation 168/2013 defines a type-approval process for light-powered vehicles, covering a number of areas including safety, construction and environmental performance (Annex D). It applies to:

- all L1e-B category vehicles: these are two-wheel mopeds and “speed pedelecs”, which are defined as vehicles with a maximum design speed of up to 45 km/h, with a continuous rated power assistance of 250-4 000 W (though most have 500-750 W)
- some L1e-A category vehicles: light two-wheel-powered vehicles with a continuous rated power assistance of 250-1 000 W.

Regulation 168/2013 does not apply, however, to devices such as pedelecs limited to 250 W and 35 km/h, self-balancing vehicles, electric unicycles or e-scooters, for which approval is managed at a national level. European safety requirements exist nonetheless for these devices (Table 4):

- The European Parliament and the Council of the European Union developed directives on the use of certain hazardous substances, the waste of electric equipment, the electromagnetic compatibility and the voltage limits.
- The European Committee for Standardization (CEN) defined voluntary safety standards, such as EN 50604 for removable lithium-ion battery systems. It also proposed EN 15194 as an adapted standard for Electrically Power Assisted Cycles (EPAC), which is now a global standard (ISO, 2020). CEN is currently developing a standard for personal light electric vehicles (PLEV) that are not, as of the writing of this report, subject to type-approval for on-road use. It will define safety requirements and adapted test methods (CEN, 2019). However, EN 15194 and EN 50604 remain voluntary standards. In most member states manufacturers are under no legal obligation to comply with them. Only a few member states made these standards compulsory, the United Kingdom and France among them.

In the European Union, a vehicle manufacturer can make an application for type approval in any member state. Through a principle of mutual recognition, the approval given in one country becomes valid throughout the European Union without the need for further tests. The certificate of conformity is delivered by a national type-approval authority. This authority can have in-house testing facilities, such as the German Federal Motor Transport Authority (KBA) and the Netherlands Vehicle Authority (RDW). In most cases, however, it designates technical services such as Dekra to test prototypes on its behalf. Self-certification by manufacturers is also possible. In all cases, the national type-approval authority ensures that the tests are done correctly and remains the only structure entitled to deliver the type approval (European Commission, 2019a).

Light powered vehicles are excluded from periodic technical inspections (PTI) in Europe. Directive 2014/45/EU set minimum emissions and safety standards for vehicles that are currently in operation. It applies only for vehicles with a minimum design speed of 45 km/h. This remains unchanged since the last ITF report on improving safety for motorcycle, scooter and moped riders (ITF, 2015).

The European Commission (2019b) published a study on the inclusion of two- or three-wheel vehicles in the scope of the periodic roadworthiness testing. The study considers the impact of introducing inspection of mopeds in some Spanish regions between 2007 and 2010. The cost benefit analysis shows a very strong relationship between the introduction of PTI for mopeds in Spain and reduction in the number of crashes. With that in mind, a complete motorised vehicle inspection is recommended. It
includes all inspection areas set out by Directive 2014/45/EU, with the less rigorous periodicities corresponding to the analysed countries:

- mopeds: first inspection after three years, subsequent inspections every two years
- motorcycles: first inspection after four years, subsequent inspections every two years.

### Table 4. Approval requirements for powered cycles and two-wheel mopeds in Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Power assisted bikes, up to 250 W and 25 km/h</th>
<th>L1e-A category vehicles up to 1 000 W and 25 km/h</th>
<th>L1e-B category vehicles up to 4 000 W and 45 km/h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regulation 168/2013</td>
<td>Approval and market surveillance of two- or three-wheel vehicles and quadricycles</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation 134/2014</td>
<td>Environmental and propulsion unit performance requirements</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation 3/2014</td>
<td>Vehicle functional safety requirements</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation 44/2014</td>
<td>Vehicle construction and general requirements</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulation 901/2014</td>
<td>Administrative provision</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 2001/95/EC</td>
<td>General product safety (GPSD)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 2006/42/EC</td>
<td>Machinery</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 2006/66/EC</td>
<td>Battery Directive (BD)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 2011/65/EC</td>
<td>Restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances (RoHS)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 2012/19/EU</td>
<td>Waste of electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 2014/30</td>
<td>Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive 2014/35/EU</td>
<td>Voltage limits (VLD)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 15194 (2009) standard</td>
<td>Electrically Power Assisted Cycles (EPAC)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 50604 (2016) standard</td>
<td>Secondary lithium batteries for light electric vehicle applications</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Regulation in the United States

In the United States, the Federal Government regulates vehicles through federal agencies. The Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) handles consumer products, such as bicycles, and its purview is limited only to the manufacturing and first sale of consumer products. Bicycles that fail any of the requirements are banned for sale under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA, 2019). The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) handles motor vehicles, and its purview is limited primarily to safety requirements of motor vehicles. Through administering the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), NHTSA is able to impose requirements on the design, construction,
performance, and durability of motor vehicles. However, each state has the possibility to govern the licencing and use of consumer products and motor vehicles insofar as they do not enact laws that reduce safety standards set by the federal agencies (NITC, 2014).

In 2002, the US Congress established requirements for low-speed electric bicycles with Public Law 107-319, which amended the Consumer Product Safety Act. These vehicles are defined as “two- or three-wheeled vehicles with fully operable pedals and an electric motor of less than 750 watts (1 hp), whose maximum speed on a paved level surface, when powered solely by such a motor while ridden by an operator who weighs 170 pounds, is less than 20 mph (32 km/h).” It also differentiates low speed-electric bicycles from motor vehicles. (Public Law 107-319, 2002)

In 2005, NHTSA addressed the apparent incongruence between a motor vehicle and a low-speed electric bicycle for safety reasons. It followed CPSC orientation and did not consider low-speed electric bicycles as motor vehicles. Thus, NHTSA defers to CPSC to regulate these products (NITC, 2014).

<p>| Table 5. Requirements for bicycles and slow e-bikes in the United States |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Federal Regulation</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>§1512.5</td>
<td>Braking system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.6</td>
<td>Steering system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.7</td>
<td>Pedals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.8</td>
<td>Drive chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.9</td>
<td>Protective guards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.10</td>
<td>Requirements for tyres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.11</td>
<td>Wheels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.12</td>
<td>Wheel hubs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.13</td>
<td>Front fork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.14</td>
<td>Fork and frame assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.15</td>
<td>Seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>§1512.16</td>
<td>Reflectors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CPSC (2019).

All powered vehicles that exceed 750 watts and a maximum self-propelled speed of 32 km/h are considered as “motor vehicles” and must comply with additional requirements that are found in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (NHTSA, 2013).

The federal definition of motor vehicles and e-bikes does is not necessarily adopted by state and local governments. They have the power to authorise vehicular registration and licencing, which leads to different implementations (NITC, 2014). States and local governments also define vehicles and operational rules individually, resulting in local context-specific policies that are often incompatible with neighbouring jurisdictions.

There is no federal requirement for technical inspections of motor vehicles in the United States. Only a limited number of states require safety inspection. NHTSA (2017) created vehicle in use inspection standards, which set inspection criteria for several vehicle systems.
**Shared fleet operations: Best practice in maintenance, recharging and redistribution**

The operation of shared fleets of micro-vehicles comes with specific road safety challenges and opportunities which are not found with privately owned devices.

Maintenance is a particular challenge considering the intense and outdoor use of the vehicles, not to mention vandalism. Damaged vehicles could be a hazard, which is why most app-based micromobility companies encourage their users to check if the brakes work before taking a ride. Self-diagnosis is an area where rapid progress is anticipated: vehicles will be able to identify faults as they occur and remotely call for a remedial intervention, thus preventing injuries due to faulty equipment.

Users also have a role to play in diagnosing unsafe vehicles. Shared micromobility companies should enquire feedback at the end of each ride. A natural market pressure exists to make the feedback process quick and painless to the user, at the risk of limiting its capability to diagnose vehicle problems. More use should be made of voice recognition software for this reason.

Staff inspections are also part of the solution, helpful to diagnose problems on various pieces of equipment such as bells or lights. The positive aspect of electric shared micromobility is the regular handling by dedicated staff employed for the recharging of batteries.

Last but not least, regulators should commission regular independent surveys of shared fleet conditions.

Maintenance operations are often conducted using dedicated vans, a solution which comes with added congestion, pollution and crash risk for the city. Instead, some companies use cargo-bikes for maintenance tasks, addressing all three negative impacts. Dockless micromobility company JUMP uses cargo bikes (Figure 12) in Paris, Berlin, Brussels and five other cities, to transport e-bike batteries to swap out in the field (JUMP, 2019). Other operators integrating electric cargo-bikes or other electric vehicles in their operations include VOI and Dott.

![Figure 12. Cargo bike used in maintenance and battery swap operations](image)

Source: Uber.

The recharging and rebalancing of micro-vehicle fleets also comes with negative impacts. Van or pickup truck rotations are not neutral in terms of road safety (Figure 13). Micromobility companies should take ownership of the safety performance of the staff and contractors involved in this operation. In line with their image of innovators, companies should deploy technology solutions towards safe and eco-driving.
One way to improve road safety is by creating parking hubs for micromobility vehicles in dense urban environments. This would provide a localised point of collect for rechargers who might otherwise be distracted drivers as they searched the streets for scattered vehicles.

Figure 13. Contractors or “juicers” use private vehicles to collect and recharge e-scooters

© Alexandre Santacreu

Some companies may rely on bicycle trailers to collect, recharge and rebalance their shared micro-vehicle fleet throughout the city (Maus, 2016). This method mitigates the impact a van could have but still has an impact on the safety and level of service of the cycling network, as vehicles and trailers used for rebalancing can obstruct a bike lane as they stop to load and unload. When a city paints or builds a parking hub, consideration should be given to where the rebalancing vehicle will park. Local government and shared micromobility companies should work together to identify the most suitable locations for the parking of micro-vehicles.

Some cities have implemented on-street parking zones for shared micromobility. In the United States, the City of Santa Monica (2019b) installed 107 parking and pick-up zones, helping to organise rider parking and manage service provider fleet deployment. It uses geofencing techniques to enforce the use of parking zones. Many industry experts are in favour of the idea of requiring riders of shared dockless micro-vehicles to park their vehicles in dedicated zones. Not only would it reduce clutter on the urban landscape and tripping hazards for pedestrians, it would also facilitate fleet operations.

Could operators deploy a shared dockless micromobility model without collateral vehicle movement? This could be envisaged considering several opportunities:

- Dynamic pricing could encourage people to make greater use of vehicles where their concentration is excessive.
- Sufficiently sized fleets and storage capacity could eliminate the need for rebalancing.
- Swappable batteries could be exchanged using a network of battery banks or local business partners. In this case, the rider benefits from a credit on the cost of the ride.
- Swappable batteries could be exchanged by maintenance staff on cargo bikes.
- Vehicles could be plugged into charging docks in a hybrid model, offering both free-floating and dock-based options to the user.
- Higher capacity batteries could reduce the need for recharging.
E-scooter riders impaired by alcohol or riding on sidewalks captured media attention in 2019. Those topics attracted a high priority score in a survey circulated among industry experts and experts from the Safer City Streets network (Annex C).

The survey revealed high expectations that training may reduce the elevated crash risk observed among novice e-scooter riders. Training may indeed help users to better control their vehicle and to better integrate themselves in the traffic system. “Training people how to ride in traffic” is seen as a top or high priority by over 60% of respondents, which is where synergies could be envisaged with cycle training. “Updating the classic road safety education” attracts a similar score and could be interpreted as the need to revise driver training, a point which this report explores further below.

“Applying the Safe System principles to micromobility” is a top priority for 30% of the 49 survey respondents. As a result, the assumption should be that people will always make mistakes, no matter how much training or experience they accumulate (ITF, 2016). For this reason, this chapter on behaviour can only deliver part of the solution to address micromobility safety questions. Safe vehicles and a safe infrastructure are indispensable components of a Safe System. Education and raising awareness can complement but must never substitute for other, more effective measures (Polis, 2019).

Experience, training and education: Will micromobility become safer over time?

The rapid growth of the e-scooter sharing system is fuelled, at least in part, by a travel demand previously unmet: that of a population which does not feel confident enough to cycle and often lacks the skills to do so safely. In countries where very few people cycle, e-scooters are helping the population benefit from a new transport mode that is comparable in both performance and convenience to a bicycle. What is the impact of novice riders suddenly engaging in the traffic environment?

The lack of experience with micromobility has two dimensions: 1) people may not be familiar with new vehicle types such as e-scooters or e-bikes and 2) people may not be familiar with the traffic rules and with techniques for anticipating dangers and staying safe. Governments at all levels should seek to address the second point by providing training to all children. Examples of cycle training in schools exist and are documented in Box 3. Governments should also make cycle training available to adults. Training could be adapted and expanded to include other forms of micromobility including, but not limited to, standing e-scooters. However, one could argue that cycle training would be sufficient to provide a core set of skills applicable to the use of all micro-vehicles in traffic, and that cycle training also helps people lead healthier, physically active lives.

The risk of injury could be highest during a person’s first few e-scooter rides. In Austin, Texas, 33% of e-scooter rider injuries occurred during the user’s first ride and 63% during the first nine rides (Austin Public Health, 2019). The interpretation of such figures is difficult, however, due to the lack of data on
how much experience the average rider has acquired, since most people had made very few rides at the time of the study. In a city where e-scooters were recently introduced, or where touristic use is important, it is mathematically inevitable that most people who are injured will be injured on their first few rides.

**Experience affects behaviour and risk**

Youth and lack of experience have a compound effect on crash risk. This was observed among novice car drivers: the crash rate of older novice drivers is lower than that of younger ones (Curry et al., 2017).

Drivers between 16-24 years old are highly over-represented in crash statistics, with risks that are two to three times higher than those of more experienced drivers. They are more often involved in single-vehicle crashes, in night-time crashes and in crashes involving “loss of control” or “high speeds”. Underlying factors contributing to this risk for young drivers are immaturity, lack of experience, impairment, and lifestyles associated with their age and gender. Young drivers engage more frequently in high-risk situations such as night-time driving and driving older cars with fewer safety features (European Commission, 2015).

Driver experience can be expressed in terms of cumulated mileage and time since obtaining a licence; it affects both vehicle control skills and more complex cognitive skills, such as information processing skills, self-calibration, hazard and risk perception, and safety-related motivation or attitudes (Harrison, 1999).

Lack of driving experience, in terms of mileage, affects vehicle manoeuvring, increasing the tendency to commit operative errors and the probability of being involved in near miss crashes. Lack of experience also causes the failure to detect and recognise latent hazards in roads and traffic situations (Harrison, 1999). Moreover, experience enhances visual search strategies and increases cognitive skills, which are more influential than the lack of vehicle control (Deery, 1999; Underwood, 2007). Experience continues to play a role even many years after obtaining the driving licence. A study in Brazil confirmed that the longer professional truck drivers had been driving, the lower the reported involvement in crashes and near-misses, regardless of age (Girotto et al., 2016). It could be assumed that across all transport modes, experienced drivers are more likely to anticipate conflicts and avoid crashes.

Liu, Hosking and Lenné (2009) investigated the differences between hazard perception abilities of experienced and novice powered two-wheeler (PTW) riders. They found that novice riders are overconfident about their abilities and fail to perceive hazards as well as experienced riders. Other research studies have shown that experienced riders respond faster to hazards than inexperienced ones (Hosking, Liu and Bayly, 2010). Another study investigating risk awareness abilities among different populations of motorcyclists concluded that cognitive abilities in both hazard detection and situational criticality assessment depend on and are improved with riding experience (Bellet and Banet, 2012). A more recent study assessed the impact of experience and advanced training on rider behaviour using a motorcycle simulator; the results suggested that advanced training has proven beneficial over more experience (Crundall et al., 2014).

Research should be conducted to examine if some of the experience acquired with one vehicle type, such as a bicycle, may be transferable to another, such as an e-scooter. Such a finding would re-affirm the benefit of conducting cycle training in schools. Research has already found that car driving experience contributes positively to the safety of PTW riders (Lardelli-Claret et al., 2005). Likewise, e-bike riders with car driving experience were statistically less likely to be involved in at-fault crashes (Yao and Wu, 2012). Transferability is, however, limited in other areas. One study found that pedal cycling
experience was not associated with differences in drivers' attention toward pedal cycles (Robbins and Chapman, 2018).

The role of training

Driver or rider training is a common road safety strategy and solution for increasing road safety, regardless of road user experience. In road safety literature the terms “training” and “education” are often used interchangeably. Before a policy is defined for e-scooter training, much can and should be learned from other modes. For instance, motorised mobility scooter user training proved positive and reduced conflicts with pedestrians (Toosizadeh et al., 2014).

Box 3. Teaching cycling skills in schools

Providing cycling lessons at a young age could help to decrease the number of road crashes involving cyclists. These lessons could include traffic rules and on-street riding skills and could lead to a change in children’s road safety culture. In 2009, the European Union initiated the Life Cycle project, a kindergarten cycling programme that was adopted in the Austrian city of Graz and in Ljubljana, Slovenia. (Kollinger, Rzewnicki and Fismer, 2011). There are other examples of cycling training programmes for children throughout the world.

The Netherlands is a world leader in terms of high cycling participation and low crash risk per kilometre cycled (Santacreu, 2018). Each year, 200 000 children across the Netherlands participate in the national Verkeersexamen, or “traffic test”. Following an in-class theory session, the 12-year-olds undertake a practical exam on the streets of their city, designed to familiarise them with various real-life traffic situations. Upon successful completion of the 5-km bicycle ride – evaluated by parent volunteers – the students receive a personalised diploma. This test and the diploma it confers is a rite of passage for every Dutch child starting secondary school.

England has several training programmes to promote safe biking. “Bikeability” is a cycle training programme funded by the Department of Transport. Registered local Bikeability providers organise and conduct the trainings, which take place predominantly in schools (Bikeability, 2019). “Bike it Plus London” is a behaviour change programme for schools that was developed by Sustrans (United Kingdom’s leading sustainable transport charity) in partnership with Transport for London. It involves students, staff, parents and the wider school community (Sustrans, 2019).

In New Zealand, the NZ Transport Agency and Accident Compensation Corporation have collaborated in the development of a national cycling education system called “BikeReady”. This system is based on giving people the skills they need at the right time in their life – from learning bike handling skills in primary school to learning road rules and how to ride on-road when they are ready (NZ Transport Agency, 2019).

In Australia, the Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) runs the successful “Way2Go Bike Ed Program” in primary schools. This programme is funded and managed by the DPTI and provides bicycle education for primary education students aged 9-13 years (Way2Go, 2019).

Graduated driver licensing (GDL) programmes and a probationary licence have been progressively introduced in several countries worldwide since the early 1970s. Their aim was to reduce fatal crashes and high-risk behaviours among teen drivers. GDL is a licencing system designed to provide learners with driving experience and skills gradually over time in low-risk environments. Implementation of GDL
training has resulted in a 22% reduction of crashes among 16-year-old and 6% in 17-18-year-old drivers (Zhu et al., 2013). Most formal pre-licence training (FPLT) focuses on procedural skills relating to vehicle control. It covers many formats, including professional driving instruction, school-based driver education, etc. Regarding the effect of FPLT, it can be measured as a difference in driving performance between drivers who did not complete the same training. Overall, FPLT based on mandatory driver education or computerised training focused on cognitive driving skills is effective in improving novice drivers’ road safety (Hay, Etienne and Paire-Ficout, 2017). Early trained drivers have better speed adaptation skills and enhanced lateral and longitudinal vehicle control than traditionally trained ones (Freydier, Berthelon and Bastien-Toniazzo, 2016).

The safety of micromobility depends at least as much on driver training for motor vehicle users as on micro-vehicle rider training. As demonstrated earlier, fatal micromobility crashes typically involve cars or trucks. A core element of driver training could require motor vehicle drivers to spend time cycling in traffic. Another element could consist of adopting safety habits such as the “Dutch reach”, which prevents drivers from opening a car door into the path of a person cycling. Police services need also to be trained to place priority on the enforcement of moving offences by drivers of motor vehicles. Passing distances and safe headways, for instance, should be better enforced.

**Figure 14. In-app taxi passenger alerts for the safe opening of car doors near bikes**

![In-app taxi passenger alerts for the safe opening of car doors near bikes](source: Uber)

Uber has begun using their smartphone app to alert their passengers to the presence of bike lanes. When a trip’s arrival point is located close to a bike lane (or to a bus lane where bikes can ride), the passenger receives a notification on their phone 500 metres before the arrival point. These bike lane alerts (Figure 14) are intended to promote awareness among passengers of the surrounding micro-vehicle traffic, and avoid collisions. They are live in 200 cities across the world. They illustrate the vast
potential for smartphone apps to carry safety-relevant messages or even training that can include video and virtual-reality.

Ideally, drivers training should be required during the driving licencing process, when people obtain their licence for the first time, and again in the course of a driver’s lifetime.

**Rider licencing and age limits**

In countries where moped use is regulated, riders must seek a licence which is only available from a specific age. European countries, for instance, impose moped riders to hold a licence of type “AM” which is obtained after formal training. Most European countries allow the use of mopeds from the age of 16, but other countries choose to impose a lower minimum age: 14 in Estonia, France, Hungary, Italy, Latvia and Poland; and 15 in Austria, Czech Republic, Finland, Lithuania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia and Spain.

Riding a bicycle, however, does not require a licence. Pedal assisted bicycles limited to 25 km/h by design are treated like bicycles in European countries. Pedal assisted cycles reaching higher speeds, and bicycles providing power without the need to pedal, are generally considered as mopeds and require the same licence and minimum age. Some countries, however, choose to facilitate the use of speed-pedelecs as described in Box 4.

This raises the question of powered micro-vehicles: should they be regulated as bicycles or as mopeds? This report designates speed as the primary factor in traffic safety by far. Therefore, the slowest micro-vehicles (types A and B) should be accessible to people without a licence, and a moped-type licence could be required for the use of faster micro-vehicles (types C and D).

Rider licencing for the use of powered micro-vehicles would give a competitive advantage to bicycles, which could be justified by public health considerations. Powered micro-vehicles do not provide the same levels of physical activity and health benefits which bicycles and pedal-assist bicycles provide.

To obtain a moped driving licence in Germany, drivers are required to complete six 90-minute training sessions of theory in the driving school and one 90-minute session of practical training. This is followed by a purely theoretical test of 20 questions. This could be useful for younger e-scooter users who have neither a car nor a motorcycle licence. (VdTÜV, 2019)

---

**Box 4. Where speed pedelecs are classified as bicycles**

Speed pedelecs are electrically assisted pedal cycles with a top speed of up to 45 km/h. In many countries, they are classified as mopeds and often banned from cycling facilities, but are often regulated with a lighter touch than mopeds.

In Denmark, for example, speed pedelecs are allowed on cycle paths. The Danish Parliament decided that, as of 1 July 2018, users operating speed pedelecs need only to have turned 15 and to wear a bicycle helmet. The licence and number-plate requirements were lifted.

Switzerland was among the first countries in Europe to facilitate the use of speed pedelecs as an alternative to the common 25 km/h pedelecs found in the European Union and the rest of the world. They are categorised as mopeds and must be used on bicycle infrastructure, where conflicts are reported to occur. Riders of speed pedelecs must be at least 14 years old, have a moped rider licence and wear bicycle helmets.
Shared micromobility companies invest in training

E-scooter sharing companies should provide substantial help to people who are not familiar with the vehicles or the rules of the road. Standing e-scooter companies are already investing significantly in user training. They recognise that the innovative vehicle types they offer attract people who have no previous experience with cycling facilities or low-speed road use. Micro-vehicles do not benefit from decades- or centuries-old social norms that have defined a place and priority rules for each road user in cities.

Box 5. Online e-scooter traffic school by Voi

E-scooter company Voi developed an online training platform “RideLikeVoila”. The training was inspired by the theory tests required for a driving licence and presented as an illustrated quiz.

Users are encouraged to take the training to receive credits for future rides.

Figure 15. Screen captures from online traffic school RideLikeVoila

Source: Attefors (2019).

E-scooter company Bird hosted more than one hundred educational events called “s.h.a.r.e. Safe Streets” in 2019. The company provided tips for safe and responsible riding through their website and smartphone app which now include virtual reality videos. Lime, another e-scooter company, allocated over USD 3 million for marketing, outreach, and education, and gave away more than 250 000 helmets is
its campaign “Respect the Ride”, which encouraged responsible riding and parking (Hawkins, 2019). In Berlin, Lime organised several free training events called “First Ride Academy”.

Customers of shared micromobility companies all rely on smartphones to locate and unlock vehicles. Smartphones could become an effective solution for providing rider training. This is an opportunity which the Swedish e-scooter company VOI explored through an app-based traffic school (Box 5).

Some motor-scooter sharing companies offer free lessons. Small (2019) highlights a 30-minute hands-on training offered by a company called Revel in Washington D.C. It includes lessons in lane positioning (teaching riders how to be seen by other motorists and to avoid car doors) and emergency braking. It seeks to moderate behaviour with lessons such as “It’s not if you fall…it’s when you fall.”

The regulatory questions

This section examines the role of governments in defining and enforcing requirements regarding road user behaviours, such as speed and alcohol and helmet use. Germany is among the countries that have developed regulations to frame the use of e-scooters. Since establishing this new legal framework in June 2019, Germany has become the European country with the most cities served by shared standing e-scooters (Figure 16). This report, therefore, makes several mentions of the German regulations, which are summarised in Box 6.

![Figure 16. In Europe, Germany has the most cities with shared standing e-scooters](image)

Note: Data as of 30-Sept-2019. Bubble size represents the number of active e-scooter companies, trip traces are estimated from trip start and end point, as extracted from each company’s application program interface (API).

Source: Civity (2019).

Alcohol and drugs

Governments should define and enforce alcohol and drug regulations across all road user groups. Addressing alcohol and drug use among traffic participants requires a systemic approach, as the problem is not specific to micromobility. Several e-scooter riders have already been killed by impaired motor vehicle drivers.
Box 6. Current situation of electric scooters in Germany

Standing e-scooters have been allowed on German roads since 15 June 2019. The Federal government enacted the Ordinance on the Participation of Small Electric Vehicles in Road Traffic, known as eKFV. Whilst e-scooters are now classified as motor vehicles, not all rights and obligations of motor vehicles apply. For example, riders do not have to be licenced and they do not have to wear a helmet. However, riders must:

- hold valid liability insurance
- respect the same alcohol limits as motor vehicle drivers
- be at least 14 years of age
- use cycle infrastructure where available (and the road if no such infrastructure exists)
- stay off footpaths.

Standing e-scooters must meet certain technical specifications. They must:

- have a steering and holding rod
- not exceed 0.70 metres in width, 1.40 metres in height and 2.00 metres in length
- not exceed 55 kg (without rider)
- have a design speed of at least 6 km/h but not exceed 20 km/h
- have a power limitation of 500 watts (1 400 watts for self-balancing vehicles)
- comply with minimum technical requirements for lightning, braking (they must have two independent brakes), etc.

Manufacturers are required to apply for a general operating permit from the Federal Motor Transport Authority (KBA) for their vehicles. It took some time for a significant number of devices to obtain the permit; interested buyers had difficulty finding models with the appropriate permits. Retailers continued to sell models without them.

Users who ignore the regulations outlined in the Ordinance are subject to fines. Anyone who moves a standing e-scooter without a general operating licence, for example, may be fined EUR 70. The penalty for driving without an insurance sticker is EUR 40.

Source: BMVI (2019).

The share of road deaths which are alcohol-related is estimated at over 20% globally (ITF, 2018) and around 25% in Europe (Calinescu and Adminaite, 2018). E-scooter injury analysis in the US cities of Santa Monica and San Diego suggest a strong correlation between alcohol consumption and crash severity. Among ED e-scooter patients in Santa Monica, 5% were alcohol intoxicated (Trivedi et al., 2019). In comparison, a higher prevalence of alcohol impairment was found among trauma patients in San Diego: at least 38% had a blood alcohol level over 80 mg/dL, and the median among those intoxicated patients was 199 mg/dL (Kobayashi et al., 2019).

Police services should aim for a systematic alcohol testing of every road user actively involved in a fatal or serious crash. If systematic alcohol testing is not possible, a statistical protocol should be defined so to
estimate the true number of alcohol-related crashes (ITF, 2018). As part of a campaign of roadside or post-crash alcohol tests, drug tests should not be neglected.

Most OECD countries have defined a Blood Alcohol Content limit (BAC) for cyclists. BAC limit for cycling is higher than for driving in both Austria (0.8‰) and Germany (1.6‰), but lower in Slovenia (0‰). In other countries, the same BAC limit applies to people cycling and driving motor vehicles (Yannis et al., 2019).

Regulators should specify and enforce BAC limits applicable to people cycling and riding micro-vehicles. Neither the limits nor the intensity of the enforcement should be set in a way that encourages the use of faster heavier vehicles among people impaired. Repeated enforcement campaigns targeted on micromobility in car-dependent communities could indeed backfire. The alignment of BAC limits across all modes would arguably prevent confusion, facilitate education campaigns and increase compliance. The alignment of BAC penalty levels across all modes is another debate. Some roundtable participants noted that impaired riders of Type A micro-vehicles are mainly a danger to themselves, comparable to intoxicated pedestrians. The risk they impose on third parties is incomparable with that which a drunk driver would impose. Where penalties exist for public intoxications, these could apply to both pedestrians and Type A micro-vehicle riders.

Industry experts have reported that smartphone apps can measure the level of intoxication through in-app tests that measure reaction time and accuracy. If regulators were to impose such tests, they should target high-risk places and times and apply them to other forms of shared micromobility. However, it seems necessary to broaden roadside alcohol and drug testing to all road user types. The idea is to show that all modes are exposed to the same level of enforcement, avoiding the risk that people drive when drunk because they believe police resources to be primarily focussed on e-scooter riders.

Lime is reportedly working on the detection of impaired riding. Motion sensors found on e-scooters could indeed be trained to detect excessive wobbling and slow the vehicle down (Hawkins, 2019). This technology may also detect tandem riding and deter it through a reduced speed.

The issue of drug use should not be omitted in road safety policies. A roadside survey in the United States indicated that illicit drugs are used by 5.8% of weekend drivers (Lacey et al. 2009). Among e-scooter trauma patients in San Diego, at least 31% were intoxicated with illegal substances, primarily cannabis, methamphetamine and amphetamines (Kobayashi et al., 2019).

Some cities have discussed the idea of a night-time curfew for e-scooters, due to the alleged higher risk of riding an e-scooter by night. This policy may seem disproportionate, as it prevents the lawful utilisation of a vehicle type which, for many people, represents a precious addition to the transport mix. Exact crash rates by hour should be monitored by all means in each city. In addition, authorities should intensify education and enforcement campaigns so as to reach all road users.

**Personal protective equipment**

Policy makers should mandate and enforce the use of helmets on micro-vehicles travelling above a certain speed. On low-speed micro-vehicles, most countries choose not to impose helmet use. Shared micromobility companies should nonetheless continue promoting the use of helmets, as helmets are known to mitigate the severity of head injuries in some crash types.

A majority of countries in the world encourage but do not require adults to wear a helmet when they cycle. The nuance between encouraging and requiring is important: a number of experts think that mandatory helmet laws reduce the popularity of cycling and reduce its positive effect on public health. The positive health impact of bikes and e-bikes – due to physical activity – indeed far outweighs the risk
of injury or death (Santacreu, 2018). There is no evidence as of yet that the physical activity involved in the operation of an e-scooter provides health benefits. However, were car trips replaced by e-scooters, e-scooters would have the potential to vastly improve community health by removing noise, air pollution and road danger sources from the streets.

Riders of shared micro-vehicles are less likely to wear a helmet than riders who own a micro-vehicle (Haworth and Schramm, 2019) and more likely to be deterred by mandatory helmet laws. This is demonstrated in countries with mandatory bicycle helmet laws, like Australia, where public bike share systems have very low ridership. Regulators should be conscious of the impact of mandatory helmet laws on ridership and therefore on mode shift.

Where e-scooter and other micro-vehicles are limited in speed to 20 or 25 km/h, many countries choose not to require adults to wear a helmet, although they do encourage helmet use. This is the case in France, Germany, Denmark and Portugal.

Roadside helmet enforcement is difficult due to the similar appearance of slow and fast e-bikes. Enforcement would be easier if faster micro-vehicle models (types C and D) could be visually separated from slower models. Regulators have imposed an identification plate on fast e-bikes, which is only helpful until the owner chooses to remove it. Regulations could also impose oversized or recognisable design features on faster vehicles. The challenge comes in finding a balance between a tamper-proof solution (requiring the vehicle frame to be designed specifically to match these requirements), and a more market-friendly one.

E-scooter companies have been very active in the area of helmet promotion. Some gave away free helmets; Bird and Lime together distributed over 300,000 helmets globally. Other companies gave discounts to users on the helmet model of their choice. However, helmet ownership and helmet use are different things.

Many trips on shared micro-vehicles are spontaneous, unplanned, and users are less likely to carry a helmet (Haworth and Schramm, 2019). To maximise the actual use of helmets, nudges and rewards may be the way forward. Bird introduced a reward system for users taking a photograph of themselves, a selfie, wearing a helmet at the end of a ride (Lekash, 2019). A similar camera-based artificial intelligence system is used by micromobility company VeoRide to reward people wearing helmets.

**Speed**

An essential aspect of managing the safety of micromobility is setting and enforcing the speed limit applicable to standing e-scooters and other electric micro-vehicles.

Generally, France, Portugal, Queensland, Singapore and Spain have imposed a 25 km/h speed limit on e-scooters. This corresponds to the 15 mph limit imposed in Los Angeles and recommended by NACTO (2018) and aligns the top speed of an e-scooter with that of a pedelec in the European Union.

Denmark, Germany and Sweden have a 20 km/h (or 12 mph) speed limit for e-scooters. City authorities of Paris (France), Calgary and Edmonton (Canada), Abu Dhabi (United Arab Emirates) and Denver (United States) have imposed the same speed limitation on shared e-scooters.

Where e-scooters are allowed on sidewalks in France, their speed is limited to walking speed. In the city of Singapore, e-scooters had been limited to 10 km/h on sidewalks, but were completely banned from operating on them as of January 2020.
It is probably best left up to each city to assess its current infrastructure, road user behaviour and rider experience to determine a suitable speed limit for powered micro-vehicles. Some would oppose a 20 km/h speed limit on the basis that this would make powered micromobility slower than cycling, creating conflicts. However, Allen (1998) reports that a majority of the free-flow bicycle speed observations are between 12 km/h and 20 km/h. Several studies support Allen’s findings on average speeds. Greibe and Buch (2016) observed an average speed of 21.6 km/h in Denmark. Bernardi and Rupi (2015) found an average speed of between 15 and 22 km/h in Italy, depending on survey location. Researchers observed a mean speed of 14.8 km/h for regular bikes and 21.9 km/h for electric mopeds in Kumming, China (Lin et al., 2008) and later found lower values of 13.5 and 17.1 in Hangzhou, China (Xu et al., 2015).

Whilst a 20 km/h speed limit does not make powered micro-vehicles slower than the average person cycling, it could still create conflicts. This is due to the greater performance of those micro-vehicles when accelerating, in comparison to a person cycling. It is common to see shared e-scooters accelerating faster than pedal cycles from standstill but travelling slower – if capped at 20 km/h – than many cyclists between junctions. This generates a number of potentially dangerous overtaking manoeuvres and could be avoided if powered micro-vehicle acceleration was electronically limited or if they could reach higher speeds.

The rationale for allowing speeds up to 25 km/h or beyond is to make micro-vehicles competitive with cars, addressing car-dependence and the external costs on the environment and public health that come with it. As previously mentioned, a fundamental traffic safety benefit of micromobility is the potential it has to reduce the number of car trips.

Average car speeds are already well below 25 km/h in dense cities at peak hour. If micromobility is limited to a 25 km/h maximum to protect users from death through collision with motor vehicles, it would be only logical to limit cars to the same speed. A single speed limit for all in mixed-use streets would be easier to enforce and make traffic more homogenous.

Further research might cast light on the shape of the risk curve: is there a speed beyond which the chances of serious injuries rise exponentially?

The pay-per-minute method is an incentive to adopt speeds which are not appropriate with respect to the rider’s immediate environment (Polis, 2019). It is also an incentive to make dangerous manoeuvres, such as running red lights, and to adopt inconsiderate behaviour, such as failure to yield to pedestrians. Vehicles for hire should reduce their reliance on time in their pricing system. This could be by adding a charge for distance travelled, or a charge per trip, or a monthly subscription. This could be by stopping the clock for up to 90 seconds when the vehicle is not moving, presumably stopped at a red light or giving way to pedestrians. This should apply on municipal bike-share systems and dockless e-scooter and bike-share systems. This should also apply to motor-scooter sharing and car-sharing schemes.

There is evidence that nudges can be used to make people drive more safely (Choudhary et al., 2019). Future research should investigate if results are transferable to micromobility riders. Currently, the “MeBeSafe” European project (Twisk and De Hair-Buijssen, 2017) is focussing on enhancing safety for cyclists, car drivers and truckers, with an innovative in-vehicle ADAS and on-road infrastructure.

Governments and enforcement technology providers should work together and develop a speed control tool capable of capturing (a) speed, (b) acceleration and (c) the presence or absence of pedalling. This is to ensure throttle assisted e-bikes are not used where they should not be.

Regulators may require a downhill speed limiter on e-scooters, a feature that some companies like VOI have equipped their vehicles with. At least one fatality listed in Annex A involved a loss of control when
riding downhill (Bellido, 2019). Roads on the steepest hills are off-limits to e-scooters in some cities, including San Francisco, to prevent crashes through loss of control.

**Pedestrian protection**

Pedestrian safety is negatively impacted where micro-vehicles are used and parked on sidewalks. Wheelchair users and the blind are particularly affected. In their most recent report, the City of Santa Monica (2019b) found that “these user behaviours contribute to pedestrian discomfort and are currently infeasible to eliminate through field enforcement due to dispersion and ongoing movement of the devices.” The use of sidewalks by micro-vehicle riders is more likely in areas where a safe cycling infrastructure is lacking, as discussed in the next chapter.

Yet motor vehicles represent a much greater fatality risk to pedestrians, both in absolute terms and per unit of vehicle travel (ITF, 2019a). Policies reducing speeds in urban areas should be considered, as they will prevent traffic deaths in all user groups and especially among pedestrians. Governments should plan for all motor vehicles (including cars, ride-sourcing and parcel delivery vehicles) to adopt strict speed limits inside geo-fences, learning from the experience acquired with e-scooter companies.

E-scooter companies Lime, Jump and Bird are working to develop solutions to detect and prevent sidewalk riding. Vehicle sensor data would assess vehicle position and road conditions during the trip to determine when a user is riding on the sidewalk. Upon detection, the company could trigger real-time on-vehicle alerts and a possible penalty system. (Marschall, 2018; Jump, 2019; Bitters, 2020)

Various technologies could be used or combined for the detection of sidewalk riding. Experts have noted the prospect of five-centimetre GPS accuracy and 5G positioning, but the technologies that would support these are not yet deployed. With current technology, and due to GPS signal being obstructed in urban canyons, GPS positioning simply is not precise enough, at least at present. This is true even when using Hybrid Positioning Systems that combine, for instance, GPS with WiFi-based positioning. Some cities report that partnerships are being forged with universities to develop technologies capable of restricting sidewalk riding (City of Santa Monica, 2019b). Irish start-up Luna is developing GPS signal processing technologies to deliver centimetre-level precision and support the operational needs of micromobility companies (Taylor, 2019). Testing should reveal if the solution works in urban canyons and when the vehicle is in motion.

Computer vision may be used to detect sidewalk riding on shared micro-vehicles. Companies are also working on solutions to detect sidewalk riding using video cameras (Silicon Canals, 2019). In the longer term, vehicles may be able to detect sidewalks and pedestrians and limit vehicle speed accordingly.

**Geofences**

A geofence is a set of lines, defined by geographic co-ordinates, that delimit an area where special regulations apply. This is an example of algorithmic governance: a machine-readable regulation that can be pushed straight from the street management authority to the back-office of shared mobility companies. Geofences can restrict speed, access and parking, reducing pedestrian discomfort and injury risk. They form a flexible solution and are widely used. That said, authorities should bear in mind that shared micromobility ridership can be negatively affected by constraints imposed by geofences.

Examples of cities applying an 8 km/h speed limit geofence include the US city of Santa Monica and the French cities of Lyon and Paris. The goal is to limit the speed of e-scooters in pedestrian areas. In Paris,
the 8 km/h speed limit applies also on streets where traffic speed limit is 20 km/h, giving a competitive advantage to people cycling or using other modes of transport.

Cities should take full advantage of geofences to reduce speed in pedestrian areas, and potentially during special mass participation events. Speed regulations should also apply on shared e-bikes, whereby power assistance would be cut-off when the speed limit is reached. Regulations should ensure that all operators face the same requirements and implement them in the same way. Where such limits are applied today there is often a patchwork of different implementation, prompting users to switch operator. Needless to say, intelligent speed adaptation of this kind is most relevant for heavier and faster vehicles such as automobiles, buses and trucks.

Figure 17. E-scooter identification plate in Europe
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Geofences are powerful tools to manage shared fleets of micro-vehicles, but are not (yet) applicable to privately owned micro-vehicles. Some cities may wish to limit the speed of all micro-vehicles in specific areas. Manufacturers of micro-vehicles should develop a solution to help riders comply with relevant speed limits. Riders of privately owned vehicles may indeed benefit from some help, as they cross a number of geo-fences and travel across different municipalities where different speed limits may apply. Intelligent speed assistance, discussed earlier, is a similar solution for cars. Since many micro-vehicles are already connected to a smartphone app, adding a speed management solution does not seem a difficult step to take. Such a technology would be particularly relevant for the management of faster e-bikes when they enter urban areas. Visible on-street signage and enforcement of speed limits may contribute to a faster uptake of such a technology.

Number plates and enforcement

It is difficult to enforce sidewalk bans because of the lack of identifiable features on micro-vehicles and the ease with which riders can disappear quickly. This is why some countries, such as Singapore and Japan, impose an identification plate on micro-vehicles. Germany imposes a visible insurance sticker on e-scooters in a format that can help identify a vehicle at a distance.

In Singapore, the Land Transport Authority (LTA) introduced a new function to its smartphone app for members of the public to report inconsiderate use of micro-vehicles. In only one month, members of the
public filed 270 reports (Toh, 2019). Already in 2017, the LTA had a team of 24 active mobility enforcement officers working to deter reckless riding of e-scooters, bicycles and e-bikes (Zhaki, 2017). It increased its efforts in 2019 and seized 400 illegal devices in a three-month period (Cheng, 2019). Illegal devices include those exceeding the 20-kg weight limit imposed on e-scooters (Qishin, 2019).

Figure 18. Design standard for identification stickers in Singapore

![Identification Stickers](https://sg.carousell.com/p/e-scooter-pmd-plate-number-stickers-one-piece-8-dollars-including-normal-mail-more-than-5-pieces-no-mailing-fees-self-collect-6-dollars-207785154/)

Most European countries require fast e-bikes to display an identification plate, similar to what is imposed on a moped. When it comes to preventing deaths and serious injuries, however, identification plates should not be seen as the silver bullet. Imposed on cars all over the world, number plates have failed to prevent an excessive number of hit-and-run crashes. In Belgium and in the United Kingdom, over 10% of injury crashes involve a hit-and-run driver (Kluppels, 2016). Policies should incentivise the use of low-speed micro-vehicles, and allocate on-street space to micro-vehicles so they do not encroach on sidewalks.
Safe infrastructure

Government can have the most significant impact on traffic safety through investment in infrastructure and the adoption of sound design guidelines. Developing a safe network for micromobility has a positive and lasting impact on the safety of all road users, including pedestrians. For this reason, efforts at creating a safe network should be seen as complimentary to vehicle safety regulation and smart road user behaviour when responding to micromobility safety issues. An ITF report will investigate how the large-scale deployment of safe and connected micromobility infrastructure could impact travel and safety (ITF, forthcoming b).

This report refers to spaces reserved for the movement of micro-vehicles as *cycling infrastructure or cycling facilities*. Box 7 reports on early efforts to name these spaces in less bicycle-specific language. This report uses the term “protected cycling facility” to designate all types of cycling infrastructure benefitting from *physical* protection, be it bollards, planters, parked vehicles, curb or other.

Space is available in cities to accommodate micromobility, but the case must be made for the reallocation of surfaces currently occupied by motor vehicles. The demand for micromobility is an opportunity for local government to redistribute street space and to challenge outdated street design principles which gave priority to motor vehicles over people. Industry experts have expressed the need to actively reduce how much space is dedicated to car traffic in cities, so that the mode shift to micromobility comes not only from walking and public transport, but from driving, too.

The city of Atlanta, Georgia in the United States experienced three fatal e-scooter crashes in only three months in 2019 (Annex A), evidence of the lack of protected space for micromobility in the city. The city reacted with plans for a connected and protected cycling network, including temporary barriers for rapid deployment (Abend, 2019).

Over 80% of e-scooter and bicycle fatalities involve heavier motor vehicles, making the case for greater protection. But why wait for fatal crashes to happen before reacting? Local governments and advocacy groups should take advantage of the rise in e-scooter use to further support the case for faster development of better quality cycling infrastructure.

The politics of developing a protected cycling network often revolve around the same argument: “Why make space for cycling? Nobody cycles here!” This is where micromobility has the strategic potential to support local governments, by creating a visible demand and by filling new sections of infrastructure as quickly as they open. (Polis, 2019)

Industry experts support the re-allocation of space otherwise occupied by car parking or car traffic in places where space is scarce. The ITF notes that the shared nature of cycle tracks (accommodating both pedal cycles and powered micromobility vehicles) and their visible use by a critical mass of people would facilitate the acceptance of such a reallocation.

Physical protection from motor vehicles not only makes people feel safer riding bikes and embracing micromobility in general, it can make the city safer for everyone. Pedestrian injuries fell by 22% along seven miles of newly protected bike lane installed between 2007 and 2010 in New York City (NYCDOT, 2014). Data from 12 major US cities reveals that protected bicycle facilities are associated with safer cities for all (Marshall and Ferenchak, 2019).
Box 7. New terms to describe a micromobility infrastructure?

The rise in use of light individual mobility vehicles (i.e. micromobility) poses several longer-term design challenges regarding road space and its allocation to different users and uses. Understanding of how, exactly, these will evolve is limited at present; as of the writing of this report, there are no formal design guidelines for micromobility infrastructure beyond existing guidance for bicycle facilities, where these exist. Another report from the ITF’s Corporate Partnership Board (ITF, forthcoming b) addresses this but even in the writing of the present report, it seems clear that the conflation of all micromobility infrastructure with the term “bicycle” infrastructure, is problematic at best and outdated at worst. This is especially true where micromobility devices are as numerous as, or even outnumber, bicycles.

On the one hand, there is both regulatory and popular clarity on what constitutes “bicycle infrastructure” and along with this, considerable investment in signage and iconography; the bicycle logo is universal and well-understood. On the other hand, this signage and the focus on only one of several light mobility devices may decreasingly reflect the diversity of potential users of these facilities. This may have safety implications when the focus on the operating characteristics of only one type of vehicle may lead to conflicts with others.

The first efforts to name these spaces in less bicycle-specific language emerged in the Netherlands with the concept of living streets, “woonerf” in Dutch or “encounter zones”. The emphasis was on all modes conforming to the speed and characteristics of pedestrians. The idea has since caught on in other countries. These terms describe one specific type of infrastructure and, in most cases, everything else that is built for light mobility references bicycles (e.g. bicycle streets or “fietsstraat”, bicycle lanes, bicycle tracks, etc.).

A new push to find a term for these spaces has emerged in North America, where the rise in micromobility has been most jarring – starting earlier than in other countries and with a higher and faster adoption rate – and where the implementation of safe bicycle facilities (and cycling) has been relatively low in comparison with several European countries. A number of terms have emerged – “slow lanes”, “micromobility lanes”, “third lanes”, “BEST lanes” (Bikes Electric Scooter Transportation). One term, in particular, captures many of the speed and mass performance characteristics that should define those facilities - the Lite Individual Transportation (LIT) lane. First used in Portland, Oregon and in Atlanta, Georgia, the term LIT lane has several permutations (e.g. Light versus Lite) and an alternative meaning: Low Impact Transport lane. This term (or one that similarly captures the diversity of uses and users of these spaces) may gain in popularity in line with the increase in micromobility. It will necessarily require a more formal definition and specifications of the implicated transport infrastructure. Authorities should anticipate this.

The use of e-scooters is safer in cities most committed to cycling safety, according to e-scooter company Bird, which compared its reported crash rates with city safety scores developed by the organisation PeopleForBikes (Bird, 2019). PeopleForBikes studied cycling networks in over 500 cities in Canada and the United States. Its Bicycle Network Analysis (BNA) measures the degree to which people can comfortably bike to the places they want to go. Only a truly connected low-stress cycle network (Figure 19) attracts a high BNA score. The organisation found significant differences in the quality of the cycling networks it studied. Its work could facilitate governments’ research on the links between network quality and micromobility uptake and casualties. It could help governments identify where there is room for progress and where to take action.
Figure 19. Bicycle Network Analysis of New York City by PeopleForBikes

Source: PeopleForBikes (2019).

Where government fails to create a protected cycling environment, users may favour the safety of a private car or use faster micro-vehicles such as mopeds, capable of merging with the flow of traffic. Moped users will no doubt seek to access cycling facilities where they exist, which creates conflict with the cycling community. Cycling facilities should remain a place where people of all ages and abilities feel comfortable and safe on a bicycle. Sidewalks are more often used by e-scooter riders where the streets are hostile and missing safe cycling infrastructure. In the course of a 120-day e-scooter pilot in 2018, the Portland Bureau of Transportation found lower rates of sidewalk riding on low-speed streets or those with dedicated space for non-motorised users. E-scooter users ranked bike lanes as their preferred road type, and sidewalks last. (PBOT, 2019)

Traffic calming and the provision of a visible network of cycling facilities are the most important actions towards preventing sidewalk riding, according to industry professionals. Sharing a sidewalk should only be considered a short-term last-resort solution before on-street facilities are developed.

In many countries, especially those with an ageing population, there is a growing awareness of the need to preserve sidewalks for the near-exclusive use of pedestrians. The fear of having to share sidewalks with powered vehicles deters some people, especially older people, from their rightful use of public space (Cheng, 2019). Considering the public health benefits of walking as a form of physical activity, the protection of sidewalks is indeed a public health priority.

**Rethinking cycling facilities**

Riders of e-scooters appreciate the presence of protected and wider bike lanes (Figure 21). But are bike lanes and tracks fit for purpose? A discussion with micromobility companies and government officials resulted in the recommendation that design guidelines should be revised:

*Wide bike lanes and tracks should no longer be seen as a luxury*, but as a requirement, to accommodate a growing number of users in safe conditions.
Speed humps, transverse rumble strips and cobblestone sections installed along the cycle network need to be carefully designed and safely passed by vehicles with small wheels and a short wheelbase. The most complex situation will be on residential roads, where micromobility shares the space with motor vehicles, and where speed humps are often deployed. This is an area where research is needed. Speed cushions may be an alternative to speed humps but are not recommended on micromobility routes (TfL, 2016). This is because: a) speed cushions can force riders to deviate from their line and into the door-opening space of parked cars and b) speed cushions rarely have a significant speed-reducing effect on powered two-wheelers and on wider-based vehicles such as SUVs and delivery vehicles.

Smooth and well-maintained road surfaces are important to people on bikes, even more so for people on micro-vehicles with smaller wheels.

Bus lanes that are shared with micro-vehicles do not qualify as truly protected spaces. People do not feel safe sharing space with heavier vehicles such as buses, taxis and motorcycles often using bus lanes. This poor perception of safety leads to sidewalk riding, which most cities seek to avoid. Bus lanes are even worse for micro-vehicles with smaller wheels: heavy vehicles inflict damage to the road surface (Figure 20) that exacerbates the risk of falling. This report, however, does not call for the replacement of bus lanes by a micromobility infrastructure. Since both public transport and micromobility can replace private motor vehicle trips and make a city safer, they each deserve their own space.

Legible intuitive routes, including efficient signage, should be offered to people who are new to micromobility and may be lacking the experience of navigating cycling facilities. This includes the careful design of junction layout, so people know which position to adopt when making a turn.

Figure 20. Road surface damage and illegal parking at a bus stop

Traffic calming and traffic volume reduction represent an alternative to cycle infrastructure under certain conditions, as discussed by Santacreu (2018). Bike lanes make no sense in areas where traffic volume and speed reduction are already imposed, in 20 km/h zones or bike priority streets, for instance. Safe System principles impose a 30 km/h speed limit in urban areas where vulnerable road users, such as pedestrians,
are in contact with traffic. The 30 km/h limit should not, however, be interpreted as a minimum speed, and lower speed limits should be envisaged where relevant.

Allocating parking spots for micromobility near pedestrian crossings could prevent crashes whilst addressing sidewalk clutter. Industry experts often mention a technique called “daylighting”, which consists of eliminating car parking at pedestrian crossings where the parked vehicles would interfere with the line of sight for pedestrians or drivers. Primarily intended to prevent pedestrian injuries, this technique frees up space that could be allocated to the parking of micro-vehicles. Some cities have already repurposed no-parking zones near intersections, reserving them as parking zones for bikes and e-scooters, which have a lower profile and do not interfere with the line of sight. (NACTO, 2018)

**Figure 21. Desired infrastructure improvements, responses from a Bird Rider Survey**

What city infrastructure improvements would make you feel more safe? (% of responses)

- Protected bike lanes: 61%
- Smoother pavement: 57%
- Wider bike lanes: 42%
- Designated e-scooter parking: 29%
- City staff to cite bad parking: 8%
- Other: 3%

Source: Bird (2019).

Some cities make a point of not using sidewalks for the creation of micromobility parking spots. Not only does this strengthen the statement that sidewalks must be for pedestrians, it also has a substantial road safety rationale. First, sidewalk parking leads to sidewalk riding, simply to access and leave the location. There is little hope to enforce a sidewalk riding ban if parking is found on the sidewalk. Second, leaving a sidewalk to join the stream of traffic is qualified by some as a risky manoeuvre. Researchers are investigating this point.

**Can cycling facilities accommodate all types of micro-vehicles?**

Where should people use micro-vehicles? Could all micro-vehicles share the same space? Responses depend on the context. Most governments choose to ban mopeds and the most powerful e-bikes from bike lanes and tracks. This is motivated by the need to offer a comfortable and safe environment for cycling at low speeds to people of all ages and abilities.

Some jurisdictions allow faster e-bikes on all cycling facilities so to maximise the potential for replacing car trips (Box 4). Some allow the use of mopeds on bicycle routes outside of built-up areas, where their speed is closer to bicycle speed than to car speed. In Amsterdam, the use of mopeds on cycling facilities was only recently banned, due to the air pollution they generated but also to the congestion they caused on the cycling network (Boztas, 2019).
Speeds are relatively consistent across Type A and Type B micro-vehicles, opening up the possibility of cycles, pedelecs, cargo bikes and e-scooters sharing the same space. Most people cycle at less than 20 km/h. The city of Paris imposes a 20 km/h speed limit on shared e-scooters while the German regulatory framework sets a 20 km/h maximum speed for all e-scooters. Finally, the speed of a pedelec, whose power assistance stops at 25 km/h, is similar to that of a conventional bike, at least on flat ground (Santacreu, 2018).

Road authorities should design wider bike lanes and tracks so to accommodate a larger amount of more diverse users. The steady uptake of cargo bikes is already putting pressure on cycling facilities in many countries, including cities in the Netherlands and Copenhagen. All sections, and uphill sections in particular, should allow room to overtake because of the speed differential between electric- and muscle-powered vehicles, and between users of all ages and abilities.

Many countries are mandating the use of cycling facilities by Type A powered micro-vehicles where such facilities exist. This is the case in France, where Type A micro-vehicles are now subject to most of the traffic management rules that apply to bicycles: where the manoeuvre is authorised by a dedicated street sign, they can give way on red signals or use both ways of a one-way street (Hiron, 2019).

There is little case for specifying new rules for Type A micro-vehicles which differ from those already applicable to bikes and pedelecs. Rules should reflect the vehicle speed, more than its form factor.

Legislators should avoid forcing micro-vehicles to the near-side of the road, a position often avoided by experienced riders so as to mitigate several risks. Such risks include “dooring” (collisions with car doors that are opened by car occupants who have not checked for approaching micro-vehicle riders), unsafe passing, and not being seen by other road users. French law mitigates the dooring risk as it enables all riders of Type A micro-vehicles to choose a safe distance from parked cars (Hiron, 2019). Policy makers should consider legislation which creates a safer and more pleasant micromobility experience: they could specify minimum passing distances and should allow motor vehicles to cross a continuous white line when overtaking a micro-vehicle.

More is yet to come in terms of bike lane utilisation. While urban logistics on micro-vehicles is not in the scope of this report, governments should consider the needs of micro-logistics as they revise their national cycle infrastructure design guides. Governments should develop a policy on autonomous delivery robots so to be proactive and mandate relevant regulations for the next innovations.

Rapid and low-cost solutions exist to protect people cycling. Authorities should consider traffic calming to reduce speeds, and revised circulation plans to reduce traffic volume. Traffic filtering is one such solution, where motor vehicle access to all address points is retained but driving through a residential area becomes impossible.

On main urban roads, a technique called “light separation” offers a rapid and affordable solution to create a protected cycling network. This involves the use of modular pre-fabricated poles, planters, curbs and other modular devices, including some which are called “armadillos” and “orcas”. It has been used by the City of Seville to create a comprehensive, connected and protected network. With this technique, the cost of a protected cycling facility was estimated at EUR 100 000-250 000 per kilometre. This cost is several times lower than other forms of protection where, notably, drainage reconfiguration is required. The technique is suitable for trials due to its flexibility and low cost. A heavier separation can replace the light protection once the trial ends, if the speed and volume of motor vehicle traffic remain significant threats. (Deegan, 2018; Santacreu, 2018)
Collect data to identify dangerous locations

Governments should identify dangerous locations by collecting data from various sources. This includes, but is not limited to, police data. Ambulance and hospital data could provide a greater sample, as not all those injured choose to report their crash to the police. New sources of data should not be neglected: they include direct user reports, surrogate safety data, and data from micromobility companies.

Most e-scooter injuries result from falls, suggesting that road surfaces could be improved by design and through maintenance. Road authorities should start by separating the cycling network from streets or lanes used by heavy vehicles. Heavy goods vehicles and buses are known to deteriorate both the road surface and the perception of safety.

Road authorities should monitor damages on the road surfaces as they appear and develop, so to intervene early and maintain a safe road surface for micro-vehicle users. A number of techniques can be used in isolation or combination, including video analysis, accelerometer data and direct user feedback.

Preventative maintenance of road structure and surfaces not only makes riders safer, it also saves money by reducing the frequency of the most expensive structural repairs and extending asset life. Separate, protected lanes dedicated solely to micro-vehicles would also save money. This is because motor vehicles – particularly trucks and buses – are by far the main source of road damage. Protected bike lanes and tracks would require less structural maintenance. Instrumented vehicles can patrol the network with a range of sensors, including laser, ground-penetrating radar, cameras and LiDAR. Highly precise but highly expensive, this solution is rarely used in urban environments. Progress in machine learning can diagnose road damage from smartphone images taken by floating vehicles (RoadBotics, 2019). However, the question remains on which vehicles such sensors could be attached, so as to make permanent monitoring possible without the congestion and cost associated with probe vehicle mileage.

Sensors should be placed on vehicles involved in municipal services and covering the entire street network at regular intervals. Examples of such fleets include municipal garbage collection vehicles and automatic number plate recognition vehicles used for parking enforcement. Street sweeping vehicles could be the ideal monitor of the condition of off-street cycle tracks.

There is arguably no better fleet than bicycles and micro-vehicles to collect data on road surface conditions. Some companies collect accelerometer data during cycle rides to detect potholes (ITF, 2019b). The technology could rely on dedicated equipment embedded into a bike light, as tested by a company called See.Sense in Dublin and Manchester. The technology could take advantage of smartphone sensors, as proposed by a cycling navigation company called Geovelo. Accelerometer data may, however, miss the worst potholes for the simple reason that people will swerve and avoid riding over them. It seems that every solution has its limitations and that various technologies can complement each other.

Already present in all smartphones, inertial measurement units (IMU) should be found on all shared micro-vehicles and used to sense potholes and report their precise location to the relevant road authority. One could argue that knowledge of exact pothole location is not the main barrier to repair, the lack of financial resources for road maintenance being the fundamental problem. One can, however, see in damage reporting a first step towards a greater allocation of resources.

Shared micro-vehicle companies should develop the capacity to automatically detect and report suspected crashes using motion sensors such as IMUs. A suspected crash in this context is identified by a sudden and brutal acceleration/deceleration observed on the vehicle when in motion. This would exclude cases where the vehicle topples over when idle. Surrogate safety metrics like this are used to
monitor the occurrence and severity of incidents. They form an essential part of a proactive approach to road safety, as discussed in an earlier CPB report (ITF, 2019b). Calibration and self-calibration techniques have yet to be developed and micromobility companies should take the lead in this area. Would it be fair to impose on shared micromobility companies the reporting of potholes and suspected crashes? The next section examines the question of a regulatory balance between vehicle types.
Finding the right regulatory balance

Powered micromobility has the potential to change cities for the better, reducing air pollution, congestion and road fatalities. Powered micromobility does not, however, bring all the physical activity benefits of human-powered micromobility. Authorities must balance their regulatory approach across modes in order to reach their policy goals, both within the micromobility universe and beyond and adapt according to the local context. This section examines the trade-offs between vehicle types, policy areas, and short- and long-term objectives.

This report seeks a balance between three key aspects of safety: safe infrastructure, safe vehicles and safe road users. Heavy regulation of the latter, for instance, should not distract from adding or updating infrastructure.

A balance between local and national regulation is important. Natural prerogatives of local government include the definition of low-speed zones and parking rules. Vehicle design, however, is best addressed at the national or international level, not least to promote competition. Indeed, having common rules helps businesses develop and compete in a clear legal framework. The idea, known as the “subsidiarity principle” in the European Union, is that issues should be dealt with at the most local level that is consistent with their resolution.

The short-term imperative of reacting to the surge in e-scooters in cities should be complimented by a longer-term objective of setting future-proof regulations. Policy makers should be “proactive and strategic” in the management of micromobility, according to the Polis network of cities and regions (Polis, 2019). In a context of rapid change, the most proactive approach to regulation is one that not only addresses the vehicle forms of today, but anticipates the forms to come. Flexible regulations prevent a race to the bottom whereby new entrants might modify form to bypass regulation, compromising safety. Flexibility supports innovation. This is especially important when innovation may deliver safety benefits not yet imagined. What if the industry moved towards extra wheels or seats intended to make e-scooters more stable? Novelty should be tested rather than banned. Flexible regulations would support innovation and not have to be revised each time a new form of vehicle hits the market.

A balance should be found between the urge to define detailed regulations and the need to see those regulations adopted by the public, industry and public authorities, including police forces. For this reason, this report encourages all stakeholders to seek simplification before adding regulatory layers. The regulation of standing e-scooters could be aligned, fully or mostly, on that of bicycles and slow e-bikes. Similarly, the regulation of faster e-bikes and faster micro-vehicles could be aligned on existing moped regulations.

Traffic police resources have declined over the last decade in most countries. Would the police have the resources to enforce new micromobility regulations? An asymmetric focus by the police to enforce new micromobility regulations may neglect the enforcement of riskier and more dangerous behaviours in other user groups.
**Vehicle types: Ensuring regulations are proportionate to public health and safety impacts**

Where people choose to replace car trips with micromobility, they generate a range of positive outcomes, from clean air to reduced congestion and better traffic safety. This is why a number of policy makers see a strategic value in and support the uptake of micromobility.

Regulators need to find a balance between the regulations imposed on shared vehicles and privately owned vehicles. Indeed, the heavy regulation of *shared* micromobility would encourage the alternative model which consists of *private* ownership. This model comes with some positive aspects but also with several drawbacks: owned vehicles share no data with local government, receive no geofence data on low-speed areas, and are unlikely to respect the same speed limits. Should the shared micromobility market disappear because of over-regulation, one might witness the rise of privately owned vehicles that do not adhere to speed limits. In Singapore, a person has already been killed by a high-speed, heavy-weight e-scooter (Cheryl and Toh, 2019).

The speed of a Type A micro-vehicle should be comparable to the speed of a person cycling. This is to encourage their use on the roadway and on cycling facilities where they exist, as opposed to their use on sidewalks. France and Germany have imposed 25 km/h and 20 km/h speed limits respectively on powered micro-vehicles of Type A (Figure 1). This makes these vehicles at least as fast as an average person cycling. One could argue that the 25 km/h limit applicable to the electric assistance on pedelecs should also apply to powered micro-vehicles. The argument will become stronger if consolidated evidence indicates that Type A powered micro-vehicles are no more dangerous than pedelecs.

Local government should seek fair treatment of all powered micromobility modes when imposing specific access, parking or speed limits through geofences. If the speed of shared e-scooters is limited in a pedestrian area, should not the speed of shared e-bikes be limited as well?

A Safe System approach focusses explicitly on eliminating fatal and serious injuries. Considering that motor vehicles are involved in the overwhelming majority of fatal micromobility crashes, this report recommends that all stakeholders remain focussed on motor vehicles as a major source of danger. Discussions on e-scooter vehicle design and rider behaviour should not distract decision makers from making progress on motor vehicle design and driver behaviour. This analysis does not make any assumption on the faults made by either parties involved in a collision. In a Safe System approach, errors are accepted as part of human nature and stakeholders should envisage all relevant strategies to prevent human errors from resulting in fatal or serious injuries.

Focussing a road safety conversation on a very precise group of vulnerable road users naturally leads to a discussion on their risky behaviours. However, one should not lose sight of the sources of danger in road transport as a system. The behaviour of motor vehicle drivers should be placed under greater scrutiny, with a particular focus on speed, distraction, intoxication and inexperience. Regulators are invited to consider such areas of intervention instead of dwelling on the helmet debate.

Several policy makers already see great strategic potential in developing low-speed micromobility (types A and B). It can improve traffic safety and deliver other positive outcomes through a reduction in the number of car trips. It can increase the catchment area of public transport systems, making those networks more attractive. It offers a competitive door-to-door transport solution, especially on short-distance trips, many of which are made by car. (Polis, 2019)

The use of e-scooters and other forms of micromobility will become safer over time as people acquire new skills, regulations are better targeted and a protected cycling network takes shape. But what will be
the effect on the public health challenge of inactive lifestyles? A majority of adolescents (81%) in the world do not meet current physical activity guidelines (Guthold et al., 2019). In high-income Western countries, 42% of adults do not meet recommended physical activity levels (Guthold et al., 2018). Type A micromobility makes a city safer where it contributes to a reduction in motorcycle and car traffic, but powered micro-vehicles require very little muscular input. Cycling, on the other hand, helps people live longer and healthier physically active lives. Pedal assisted bicycles also require physical activity and can compete with motor vehicles in a wider range of conditions (longer distances, sharp gradients, hot weather, and various rider fitness levels).

All this supports the argument for regulating active modes a little more favourably than fully powered modes. Many walking trips are currently replaced by e-scooter trips, whose average length is about two kilometres, a distance which can be qualified as “walkable”. If and when e-scooters are integrated in MaaS platforms, some form of financial incentive should remain for people to walk short journeys.

Governments should seek to align micromobility regulation with existing regulation. This is unless current regulations on e-bikes and mopeds need be revised, in which case a comprehensive micromobility regulation can be elaborated. Safety regulation should be proportional to risks imposed on third parties and on riders themselves.

There is still a lot to learn about micromobility before precise and comprehensive policy recommendations can be made. In times of innovation, gathering data and conducting research is at least as urgent as defining new regulations. Micromobility data should be shared between operators, cities and academia so to facilitate research.

Data sharing

A balance also needs to be found in how much data is requested from shared mobility companies. The potential for data to support policy making is immense, but data collection comes at a cost and should not give a competitive advantage to traditional modes of transport from which very little data, if at all, is required. Data collection also comes with fundamental privacy protection questions.

Shared micromobility data could support policy making in several ways:

- Trip data can reveal potential demand for new public transport routes.
- Trip destinations help identify demand for parking. Monitoring that demand can help cities provide adequate on-street space for micro-vehicles, as well as for the parking of vehicles used to maintain, recharge and rebalance the fleet.
- Trip data can give an indication of the level of interchange with public transport.
- Trip routes can support the planning and maintenance of a cycling network. Such data can also be used to control for exposure in crash risk investigations.

Detailed trip data can be invasive to users’ privacy and difficult for local governments to manage due to limited resources. A new business model has emerged in response to this called data aggregator. Academic institutions and private third-party data aggregation companies such as Populus are heading this development. Another approach would be to move away from open and unrestricted (within the receiving public authority) API feeds to API feeds whose access would be more tightly restricted alongside specific data use, retention and destruction protocols. Such protocols are the feature of many Mobility Data Specification (MDS) implementations such as that of Los Angeles (LADOT, 2019).
The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) imposes that data sharing is carefully calibrated so to protect the privacy of individuals. An organisation must collect and process personal data for a specific and transparent purpose (“purpose limitation”) and must collect and process only the personal data that is necessary to fulfil that purpose (“data minimisation”).

Data exchange should not be a one-way protocol. Local government should consider which data and regulation could be pushed instantaneously towards the back-office of micromobility companies in a machine-readable format (ITF, 2019c). Data shared by local government could include the geofences governing the operation of e-scooters, their parking and the low-speed zones. Data standards exist to support such two-way information exchanges. MDS is the most widely known and used of such standards.

More than 80 cities across the globe have implemented MDS, including Chicago, Los Angeles, Seattle and Santa Monica (NACTO, 2019b; City of Santa Monica, 2019b) in the United States. Lisbon, Portugal was among the first European cities to impose MDS on shared mobility operators. MDS has evolved from an earlier standard designed specifically for bicycle sharing applications: the General Bike share Feed Specification (GBFS). Many other cities use GBFS or the GBFS component of MDS for micromobility companies to report to local government.

The point of several cities sharing the same data standard is to save on resources that would otherwise be wasted in duplicated efforts, both on the government and on the industry side.

Telematics enable the tracking of virtually all delivery vehicles and personnel in cities, from cycle courier to trucks. The same is true for taxis and private hire vehicles. Imposing requirements on shared micro-vehicles which are not imposed on more traditional traffic participants could be seen as unfair, but could also set a precedent and facilitate the collection of data from an increasing number of modes. The collection of micromobility data could transform the management of urban transportation. (Polis, 2019)

Potential for self-regulation

Not all road safety solutions are popular. One can expect little public enthusiasm for a lower speed limit for new riders in a shared powered micromobility system, for example. This idea could be described as a graduated speed limit system for novice riders, but might best be presented as a loyalty reward system. Such a measure would only work if it was applied across all operators in a given city, either with an industry charter or with local government regulation. Measures likely to affect the revenues of micromobility companies may not be implemented unless imposed across all operators. For example:

- a graduated speed limit applied on the first rides of a new user
- lower maximum speed when double riding is detected or suspected
- in-app alcohol testing before late-night rentals around bars
- pricing structures that do not encourage speeding and red light violations.

Insurance companies: What is their role?

Third-party liability insurance covers the damages inflicted on third parties, such as pedestrians. Such insurance is mandatory for motor vehicles in most jurisdictions. For bicycles, the contractual frameworks and regulations vary across countries, as there is no one-size-fits-all solution. What matters is that no pedestrian is left without coverage for the injuries they sustain.
Should individual owners of micro-vehicles contract third party liability insurance? This requirement exists in French and German regulations on e-scooters. Yet most people are unaware of the legal requirement to insure an e-scooter, according to a survey conducted in France in late 2018 (Chabrier, 2019). In Germany, e-scooter riders must display an insurance sticker, which could both facilitate enforcement and raise awareness. Other countries, such as Spain, do not require Type A e-scooter riders to be insured. When updating their regulations, authorities should seek solutions for the full compensation of pedestrian injury costs which do not discourage the use of Type A micro-vehicles.

Authorities should clarify which vehicle types must come with third-party liability insurance. They must decide if every person cycling must be insured, taking into account the extent to which such a requirement might discourage the use of bicycles. The same question applies to the broader category of Type A micro-vehicles, considering the positive outcomes their use could deliver in cities.

In France, a typical household multi-risk insurance policy includes third party damages occurring when a person is riding a bicycle or pedelec. In practical terms, this means virtually every person cycling is covered without incurring the additional cost of a dedicated contract. On the other hand, people riding a powered micro-vehicle in France must hold a third party liability cover.

The European Commission proposed that all powered vehicles – including micro-vehicles – should have mandatory vehicle insurance. However, the European Parliament and the Council seem to have a different opinion (still under discussion as of the writing of this paper) and will probably exclude pedelecs from the forthcoming directive. This decision is likely to have a positive effect on public health, making pedelecs more convenient and attractive than less “active” alternatives, but creates a responsibility for national governments to clarify how third party injuries will be covered.

The maximum damage value which is covered in a micromobility insurance contract should be lower than that applicable to motor vehicle insurance contracts. This is due to the lower mass and kinetic energy of micro-vehicles.

Shared micromobility companies should also contract a third party insurance policy, as imposed by the local governments in Montreal and Buenos Aires. This is an area where self-regulation may be observed in the long term. As insurance companies collect data to assess and compare the risk of each shared micromobility service, a price signal could ultimately reward companies investing in safe micro-vehicles and in rider training.

Shared micromobility may offer personal injury insurance coverage to their riders in addition to obligatory third party coverage. This may raise awareness of the risk of injury, and may also create an incentive for shared micromobility companies to invest in safe micro-vehicles and in rider training. There is a fledgling (but growing) number of insurance companies around the world that offer free driving lessons to their customers (e.g. in New Zealand and Ireland). Partnerships between insurance companies and micromobility companies could result in more training for riders.
Notes

1 The City of Santa Monica reports a single set of usage and collision statistics for e-bikes and e-scooters together. Over the data collection period, e-scooters represented about 80% of the shared micromobility fleet.

2 In Auckland, New Zealand, ACC said it received 22 e-scooter-related claims per week. Over the same period and also per week, it recorded 29 push scooter claims, 19 skateboard claims, and 73 cyclist claims. In comparison, ACC records 1 000 new claims for falls every week in the Auckland area (ACC online database).

3 Over 90% of injuries occur when using shared e-scooters, according to the observation of insurance data time series (Bekhit et al. 2020).

4 French police use revised data collection tools since 2018 that identify powered personal mobility devices. This category is separate from bicycles and slow e-bikes, facilitating the analysis and interpretation of micromobility crash data.

5 The International Road Traffic safety Analysis and Data group (IRTAD) is the permanent working group for road safety of the International Transport Forum. It brings together road safety experts from national road administrations, road safety research institutes, international organisations, automobile associations, insurance companies, car manufacturers and others.

6 The cities where Jump is doing this are (as of the writing of this report): Paris, France; London, England; Brussels, Belgium; Berlin, Germany; Rome, Italy; and the US cities of San Francisco, California; Denver, Colorado; and Los Angeles, California. The author is grateful to Garance Lefevre at Uber for providing this information.

7 The author is grateful to Chris Bruntlett of the Dutch Cycling Embassy for providing the information on the Netherlands’ national traffic test.

8 The author is grateful to George Yannis of the National Technical University of Athens for providing the information on the training programmes in the United Kingdom, New Zealand and Australia.

9 Smartphone apps exist which claim to assess the user’s psychomotor functions through a test lasting a few minutes. Degraded accuracy or reaction time could reveal that a user is unfit to drive or ride a vehicle.
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## Annex A. Standing e-scooter fatality details

**Table 6. Details of e-scooter related deaths, May 2018 to end October 2019**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crash date</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Victim type</th>
<th>Age of victim</th>
<th>Sex of victim</th>
<th>Collision with</th>
<th>Motor vehicle is involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 May 2019</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Brisbane</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 April 2019</td>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Brussels</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 October 2019</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Vancouver</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 April 2019</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Levallois-Perret</td>
<td>pedestrian</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 June 2019</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>van</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 August 2019</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Vélizy-Villacoublay, Paris region</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>motorcycle</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01 September 2019</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Reims</td>
<td>e-scooter (private)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 September 2019</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Béthune area, Hauts-de-France region</td>
<td>e-scooter (private)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 October 2019</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Bordeaux</td>
<td>e-scooter (free-floating)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
<td>hit and run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 September 2019</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Auckland</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 April 2019</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>bus</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 September 2019</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>cyclist</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>e-scooter (private)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 September 2019</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>not known</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01 August 2018</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Esplugues de Llobregat, near Barcelona</td>
<td>pedestrian</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 September 2018</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Nienbro (Asturias)</td>
<td>e-scooter (private)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 October 2018</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Sabadell</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>truck</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 April 2019</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Valencia</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>motorcycle</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### ANNEX A. STANDING E-SCOOTER FATALITY DETAILS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Vehicle Details</th>
<th>Circumstances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27 June 2019</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Oropesa del Mar, Castellón province</td>
<td>e-scooter (rental shop)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>fall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01 May 2019</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Helsingborg, north of Malmö</td>
<td>e-scooter (Voi)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 July 2019</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>e-scooter (private)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 May 2018</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>NYC</td>
<td>e-scooter (private)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 September 2018</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 September 2018</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car (SUV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01 December 2018</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>San Diego, California</td>
<td>e-scooter (Bird)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01 February 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Austin Texas</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01 March 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>San Diego, California</td>
<td>e-scooter (Bird)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 March 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Santa Monica, California</td>
<td>e-scooter (private)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 April 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car / pickup truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 April 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Tulsa, Oklahoma</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 May 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Nashville, Tennessee</td>
<td>e-scooter (Bird)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car (SUV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 May 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car (SUV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 June 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Tampa</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 June 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>San Diego, California</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>e-scooter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 July 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>e-scooter (Bird)</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 July 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>e-scooter (Bird)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>not known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 August 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lyft)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 August 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>East Point, near Atlanta</td>
<td>e-scooter (Jump)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 October 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Spokane</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>car (SUV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 October 2019</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Boise, Idaho</td>
<td>e-scooter (Lime)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>truck</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: unless otherwise specified, all mentions of e-scooters refer to standing e-scooters.
## Annex B. Vehicle involvement in fatal crashes

### Table 7. Vehicle involvement in fatal crashes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Selected vehicle type</th>
<th>Fatalities within user group</th>
<th>Fatalities in other user groups (in crashes involving the selected vehicle type)</th>
<th>Fatalities within user group (in crashes with no motor vehicle as crash opponent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner London</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Passenger car</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner London</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Powered two-wheeler</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner London</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Pedal cycle</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner London</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris City</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Passenger car</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris City</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Powered two-wheeler</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris City</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Pedal cycle</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris City</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogota</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Passenger car</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogota</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Powered two-wheeler</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogota</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Pedal cycle</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogota</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Powered two-wheeler</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Pedal cycle</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Passenger car</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Powered two-wheeler</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Pedal cycle</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan</td>
<td>2013-2017</td>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>2018-5-2019-10</td>
<td>Standing e-scooter</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The term "powered two-wheeler" includes motorcycles and mopeds, as per the Glossary.

Source: ITF Safer City Streets network.
Annex C. Micromobility safety research priorities: Survey results

The ITF elaborated and circulated an online questionnaire to identify research priorities for micromobility safety. A wide range of stakeholders responded from 9 October 2019 to 6 November 2019.

From the 49 respondents, the majority represent government departments and government agencies. Remarkably, the ITF collected 17 responses from city-level government. This is thanks to the ITF Safer City Streets network, developed since 2016 to share experience on data-driven urban road safety policies. Other responses reflected the position of private companies, non-governmental organisations and academia, as presented on Table 8.

Table 8. Number of survey responses by type of organisation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of organisation</th>
<th>Number of survey responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local government or agency</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State- and national-level government or agency</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-governmental</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>49</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey asked respondents to “identify the most important questions for the ITF to investigate with regards to the safety of personal mobility vehicles such as e-scooters and e-bikes, be it private or shared vehicles.” The survey asked respondents to set a priority level (low, medium, high or top) for each research question. Results are presented in Figure 22 (overleaf).
Figure 22. Micromobility safety research priorities: Survey results
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- Injury data collection methods (police, hospital, surveys, etc.)
- Impact of maintenance, re-charging and redistribution
- Insurance (personal injury, liability, etc.)
- Privacy protection
- Data sharing: format specification
- Data sharing: scope and requirement
- Mode shift and its road safety impact
- Definition of micromobility, in the context of safety regulations
- Application of the Safe System principles to micromobility
- Updating the classic road safety education
- Training people how to ride a powered micro-vehicle
- Training people how to ride in traffic
- Age limits on riders
- Gathering evidence on the learning curve
- Mitigating the risks of the first few rides
- Pedestrian detection and autonomous braking
- Third-party insurance
- Fine-scale geo-fencing
- Sidewalk parking
- Sidewalk riding and applicable speed limit
- Use of personal protection equipment
- Vehicle overload
- Wrong-way riding
- Alcohol or drug intoxication
- Acoustic vehicle alerting systems
- Cooperative ITS and turning-assistance systems
- Use of reflective clothing
- Design standards for lights
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- Geo-fencing to prevent access to unsafe locations
- Collection of data on road surface conditions
- Collection of location data for all falls, crashes and injuries
- Maintenance obligations
- Anti-lock braking and electronic stability control systems
- Wheel size and steering dampening
- Design standards on brakes, wheels, tyres and suspension
- Ability to carry passengers / solutions to detect number of riders
- Wet-weather operations
- Night-time operations
- Graduated speed limit, as a function of rider experience
- Downhill speed limiter
- Throttle design
- Enforcement
- Geo-fencing
- Maximum speed
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### Annex D. Summary of vehicle requirements in European regulation No. 168/2013

#### Table 9. Summary of vehicle requirements in European regulation No. 168/2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>L1e-A</th>
<th>L1e-B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vehicle functional safety requirements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>audible warning devices</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>braking, including anti-lock and combined brake systems</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>electrical safety</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>manufacturer declaration requirements regarding endurance testing of functional safety systems, parts and equipment</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>driver-operated controls including identification of controls, tell-tales and indicators</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>installation of lighting and light signalling devices, incl. automatic switching-on of lighting</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rearward visibility</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>seating position (saddles and seats)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>steer-ability, cornering properties and turn-ability</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>installation of tyres</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum continuous rated or net power and/or vehicle speed limitation by design</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vehicle structure integrity</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vehicle construction and general type approval requirements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>anti-tampering measures</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>arrangements for type-approval procedures</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>conformity of production requirements</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>devices to prevent unauthorised use</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>masses and dimensions</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>passenger handholds and footrests</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>registration plate space</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>repair and maintenance information</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stands</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental and propulsion performance requirements</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 &amp; 24</td>
<td>environmental test procedures related to exhaust emissions, evaporative emissions, greenhouse gas emissions, fuel consumption and reference fuels ; noise emissions</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maximum design vehicle speed, maximum torque, maximum continuous total engine power of propulsion</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: EU Regulation 168/2013.
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This report examines the safety aspects associated with the increasing use of e-scooters and other forms of micromobility in cities. The rise of micromobility challenges existing regulations for urban traffic and forces policy makers to rethink them. The report considers a range of actions to make urban traffic with micromobility safe, including in street layout, vehicle design and vehicle operation, user education and enforcement of rules. It also asks whether a shift towards micromobility can have potential safety benefits.